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. Goodbye, Fred!

Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744, Portland·, Maine 04104

Last July, Fred Berger wrote an editorial entitled, -Our Paper: The Next Gen.eration. He thanked several longtime pil. Jars of Our Paper who were leaving, and
welcomed a spritely new crop of OP enthusiasts. Believe it or not, almost an entire
year has passed and it is again time to bid
.farewell to another "(amazingly) enduring
Our Paper cast member. After six years
(the original collective began meeting
several months before the first issue came
.out) of frustration, exhilaration, angst and
·a who.le lotta hard work, Fred Berger is
leaving Our Paper. Fred is trading in his
T-square and pen for (hopefully) a master' s degree. iri social work at Smith College iry Massachusetts.
It would be an understatement to say
that we are eternally grateful to Fred for all
tha~lie h~s:done for Our Paper. The New
York Times' motto is, "All the news that's
fit to print." Our Paper's could have been,
"when in doubt, ask Fred." He knew
; (knows?) how to do everything.
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PURPOSE

As you immerse yourself in your graduate school studies, Fred, remember Our
Paper and Maine and keep in touch (we
could use a regional report).
Thanks again, Fred - so long and good
luck!
We love you and we'll miss you!
P.S.K. for Our Paper Collec_tive

ER~ ·
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April 13, 1989
Meg. A. Typos
OOPS Coordinator
That Paper
·
f.O. Box 19744
. fortland , ME 0410 I
' Dear Meg:
· So you're That~ersonU think I'm in
:Jove with you...
· : .,
.
Whenever I read my own articles in
J'hat Paper, I never recognize them!
Thoughts race through my tiny brain: "Did
I write that?" "Is this the foreign lan-guage
~dition?""I didn ' t know vagina was spelled
. 1?¥ith two g, s!" "Where are those otherthree
paragraphs, anyway?"
If you are, in fact, the OOPS Coordinator, are you also in charge of losing my
luggage on the flight back from Florida?
Did you have anything to do with George
Bush 's election? And were you actually
responsible for my rearending a brand new
Subaru on the Carlton Memorial Bridge in
bath last summer? I hope so.
At any rate, I've always wanted to meet
the person who proofed and typeset my
articles; seeing your photo in That Paper
puts me that much closer to realizing (one
z please!) my dream. Also, my insurance
agent wants to talk to you, so please consider this letter an expression of my obsequious devotion to you.
Please keep up the excellent editing
work that That Paper has become so wellknown for. Till we meet in person, I remain
Your love slave,
Peaches B.
P.S. Enclosed is a $50 "donation" to ensure
that this letter will be readable in print.

,

Closet
Right Hand Comer
Under Shoe Boxes
Dear Friends:
I LOVE Our Paper
,
Quite by accident we came across Ou'.r
Paper .
My partner went to a bookstore to pie~
up a local FREE paper to find a job ad for
her daughter.
I said to her, as she got out of the .car,
"Make sure you show them that you·have
a FREE paper, as you walk out of the
store."
,
When she returned to the car she ha'd
TWO papers.
·
'
"Whatcha got there?" I inquired.
"Don't know, just saw another FREE
paper... Oh! My GOD!!! "
"What?"
"It' s a GAY PAPER!"
With excitement I replied, "Oh, ya?"
"Cute," she said. "I've been in the closet
all these years and I pick up a GAY paper,
in a hometown store with thousands of
onlookers, wave it all around saying, 'I've
got one of these."'
We both read every word. Enjoyed it
very much. Have you everthought of having
a Dear Abby column?
GOING BACK TO MY CLOSET
NOW.. .IT' S NOT SO BAD .. .I AM NOT
ALONE ... MY HONEY HAS BEEN WITH
ME FOR OVER IO YEARS .

Dear Our Paper:
I recently picked up a copy of Our
Paper to read up on classifieds and gay
information. Obviously it , has changed
hands. Your front page reads "Male Dolls
Are Dickless" is one of the finest pieces of
smut to be read. What kind of gay literature
is this - it certainly does not represent my
gay movement. Harvey Milk would curl
over in his grave. Now I understand why
Dale McCormack stepped down. We must
have better. representation.
Sincerely,
E.J.M.
Lewiston

Our Paper is published monthly by the
Our Paper collective, P.O. Box 10744.
Portland. Maine 04104. The purpose of
Our Paper · is to serve as a voice for
lesbians and gay men in Maine. We wish
the newspaper to be a source of informa- tion, support and affirmation. and a vehide
for celebration. by and for members of the
lesbian and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as
well.

EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding
of our lifestyles and of each .other. Views
and opinions appearing in the paper are
those of the authors only.
We request that all material submitted
by signed and include an address and/or
phone number.
We reserve the right to edit unsigned
material as necessary. Within the pages of
the ne.wspaper, anicles can appear anonymously, upon request. and strict confidentiality will be observed.
Even though our editorials are initialed,
they represent the opinion of all collective
members.
We welcome and encourage all our
readers to submit material for publication
and to share your comments, criticisms and
positive feelings with us, Remember, Our
Pape~ is Your Paper!!

THE COLLECTIVE
Business Manager
Diane Matthews i
News Coordinators:
Eric Gordon and
Peter S. Karasopoulos
Features Coordinator:
James Melanson
Arts and Entertainment Coordinator:
Marjorie Love
Advertising Coordinator:
Eric Gordon
Graphics and Design Coordinator:
Diane Matthews and
Christian De Bor
Distribution and Subscription Coordinators:
Dawn Patterson.
Diane Matthews
Michael Stickney and
Christian De Bor

CONTRIBUTORS
Michael Bengela
Sydonie Fagan
C. Fraine
Gillian Gatto
Eric Gordon
Tom Hagerty
Robert Hall
Peter S. Karasopoulos
John Kramer
L.
James Melanson
Holly Valero
K.W.

~

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year ( 12
issues). $20 for two years, and $25 for
three years. Make checks payable to Our
Paper.
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON
Charles Dwyer

Deadlines for May Issue
- Articles, Announcements, Calendar _={v
- Advertising, Camera Ready - May 26

Dear Our Paper:
The University of Massachusets Lesbian, Bisexual and gay Men's Counseling
Collective would like to extend a heart-felt
thanks to you and your company for sending us copies ofyournewspaper along with
a subscription to use in our library.
They are a wonderful addition to it and
will be appreciated by members of the
community for many years to come.

We do have a small amount of money
and will soon be deciding which groups to
send some to ... Our Paper is first on the list.
Once again , we thank you for your
generous gift, you will be hearing from us
soon.
Bradley R. Robinson
Lesbian, Bisexual & Gay Men's Counseling Collective
Box 66 Student Union UMASS
Amherst, MA OI003
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COME PLAY WITH US ...
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
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HEARTBEAT AS STRONG AS
EVER
The lesbian relationship in ABC-TV ' s
series "Heartbeat" will continue " as strong
as ever," accordin g to Joe Viola, supervising producer of the program.
Viola acknowledged that ABC and
Aaron Spelling Productions have received
negative mail from people identifying themselves as Christians . Many of the letters are
mimeographed and start out, "I've never
seen your show but I don ' t approve of
lesbiani sm."
"We've gotten a lot of mai I over the last
two weeks i~ favorofthe character," Viola
said . .. It 's wonderful to receive. I expect
there is more supportive mail at thi s point
than negative. The negative mail seems to
have dwindled."
Source: Chicago Outlines

BARBARA BUSH HUGS GAY MAN

Tesconi said Bush was clearly responding to his suggestion during the briefin_g
inside the shelter that the First Lady use her
vi sibility and position to "collectively hug
people with AIDS in front of the world."
Source: Washington Blade

SORTIE CEASES PUBLICATION
I

The Montreal French-language gay
newsmagazine Sortie folded after six years
of publication, according to Rites, a Toronto
gay newspaper.
The closure was caused by financial
trouble, Rites reported. The failure follows
the collapse of The Body Politic, a national Canadian newsmagazine, more than
a year ago and the failure of Q, a Vancouver gay newspaper, last summer.
Source: The Advocate ,

First Lady Barbara Bush focused media
attention on AIDS when she hugged a gay
man with AIDS in deliberate view of a fi eld
of news cameras.
Bush had just finished visiting a Washington, D.C. shelter for babies with AIDS
called Grandma· s House when she escorted
a small group of AIDS activists outside to
a waiting corps of press photographers and
reporters.
"This was really a splendid opportunity
for the First Lady to indicate her general
concern about people with AIDS," said
Jim Graham, administrator of Washington's Whitman-Walker Clinic. Her holding Lou Tesconi was historic. It was totally
on her own impetus. She came forward. it
was very emotional but warm, and she
gave him a real body hug."

Good News From Canada
The majority of Canadians support gay
rights, according to a new poll by
Maclean 's magazine. Eighty-two percent
of respondenrs indicated they would leave
things as they were jfthey discoyered that
an employee was gay . Only 17% said they
would work to have the employee removed.
Sixty-three percent of respondents
would accept gay teachers while 19% would
remove their child to a different class and
16% would try to get the teacher fired.
Fifty-six percent of those polled would
be comfortable with a gay doctor or dentist.
Thirty percent, saying they feared AIDS ,
would change health care providers.
Source: Chicago Outlines

BLACK'STONES HUNKS: BACK· KEVIN, DENNIS, TODfJ, BRIAN, MGR. RALPH
FRONT: TIM, GARY, DOUG

.
T~m. and the Staff of Blackstones are woud to welcome the National Names
ProJect Quilt to _Portland over Memorial Day Weekend.
- .
We w1U _host several events beginning with a private reception for the National Quilt
Staff, providing Lunch and a Brunch, and finally a Bon Voyage Party and Raffle.
. _Sun. May 28th, two of Portland's finest restaurants, Brattle Street and Back Bay
Grill will host a Sunday Brunch from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM at Blackstones.
While m Portland, please support these fine restaurants for your dining pleasure.
Call f~r reservations. Brattle St. ll2-4658. Back Bay Grill m-8833. :
·

Y MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND EVENTS Y
WED. MAY 24th Open at 8:00 p.m. to the public. "Reception for those who bring the Quilt."
-National Quilt Staff. From 5-8 p.m.
-:THURS. MAY 25th Open at 4:00 p.m. Kick off HAPPY HOUR 4-8 p.m. Complimentary hot &
cold hors d'oeuvres.
.
FRI. MAY 26th & SAT. MAY 27th Open at 11:00 a.m. Serving lunch from 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
SUN. MAY 28th Open at 10:00 a.m. Serving Brunch from 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Prepared by
Brattle Street Restaurant and Back Bay Grill (No alcohol sales until noon).
MON. MAY 29th Open at 11:00 a.m. Serving lunch 11-2 p.m. "Quilt Bon Voyage Party",
2 p.m.-8 p.m. Raffle at 8:00 p.m. Proceeds to benefit the Names Project, Maine.
JUST UP THE HILL FROM THE EXPOSITION BUILDING

DAILY SPECIALS

Hours: Mon.-Sat.
10 am til 5 pm

& "

Ne«1 L~f C,ooks

- - - - - - - - - L,

SCHNAPPS NIGHT

TUESDAYS

BUCK NIGHT $1 .00
Budweiser• Miller Lite• Rolling Rock• Bud Light
COUNTRY MUSIC NIGHT 75¢ Draft Beer Best in Country Music

WEDNESDAYS

it .• ~

MONDAYS

---

THURSDAYS
FRIDAYS
....

438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841 207/596-0040
Sptcializing in boo/cs b·!f and about IDOfflffl, alt=liw htallh can and spiritw,lity.
5tt our stltclion of gay and ltsbian fiction and non-fiction.

SATURDAYS .
SUNDAYS

50¢ Chilled Shots

14 Different Types

SHOT NIGHT $1.00 Chilled Shots
Rumpleminz •Ouzo• Cuervo Gold Tequila• Metax1:1 5-Star
CLUB NIGHT Where Portland Meets After Work
Long Stemmed Martinis and Manhattans Only $2.75
DRAFT BEER 75¢ Drafts from 4-8 p.m.
SUNDAY SIZZLERS $1 .00
Margaritas• Bloody Marys • Mimosas• Screwdrivers•
Champagne• White Wine• Draft Beer

GREAT.EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded_The next time
you spec copy for typesetting, specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.
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SYMPOSIUM XVI
STILL ACCEPTING
REGISTRATIONS
The Symposium XVI Organizing Committee wants you to know that ITS NOT TOO
LA TE to pre-register for what should be the
best statewide conference yet, the MAINE

LESBIAN AND GA YMEN'S SYMPOSIUM XVI scheduled for Memorial
Day weekend, May 26-29, 1989, on the Presque Isle campus of the University of Maine.
This year 's theme, STONEWALL 20: a
celebrat_ion, reflects the fact that 1989 is the
20th anniversary of the Stonewall Rebellion ,
acknowledged to be the beginning of the
modern gay-lesbian liberation movement.
SYMPOSIUM XVI will be a celebration of
this historic event as participants review the
past and plan for the future.
The two Keynote Speakers will be the
Honourable SVEND ROBINSON, openlygay Member ·of the Canadian Parliament, and
MARGARET CERULLO, lesbian activist
and instructor of Sociology and Feminist
Studies at Hampshire College in Amherst,
Massachusetts. Two Slide-Lecture Presentations focusing on lesbian-gay history will include: The Zuni Man: a traditional gay role,
presented by Will Roscoe of San Francisco;

She Also Chews Tobacco details the story of
' 'passing women ' ' in American history.
Organizers have a"anged for two even·
ings of professional entertainment, beginn·
·ing with TOM WILSON WEINBERG and
TE!" PERCEN{ REVIEW, a lesbiap-gay
cabaret show which has received rave reviews
in Boston, Provincetown, and Off-Broadway
in New York City. An evening of "contra"
(folk) dancing will be highlighted by DAVE
LAVOIE, caller, and the MARSH ISLAND
BAND, providing great foot-stompin' music.
A variety of workshop topics are planned
for the weekend.' A panel discussion will focus
on the direction of. our movement ·over the
next 20 years. Panelists will inch,1de longtime activists representing Maine and New
Brunswick (at the " local" level), the (}nited
States and Canada (at the national level), and a
member of Outright, the Portland-based
youth group. A large number of films will also
be screened throughout the weekend.
HOUSING A limited number of rooms
are available in _ dormitories (doubleoccupancy). If you want to stay on campus,

I es b, an & gay me n·s

SYMPOSIUM XVI

WALL·20~

:J_§J~~I~bration~
presque
is I e

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

you. must make RESERVATIONS BY
FRIDAY, MAY 12 . Rooms include linen,
blanket, pillow and towel.
MEALS Arrangements have been made
to provide Saturday 's breakfast, lunch, and
supper, and Sunday 's brunch and supper. If
you want the meal plan, REGISTER BY
FRIDAY, MAY 12. All meals feature both
meat and meatless menus.
CHILD CARE is free , but you must
send in your REQUEST BY FRIDAY,
MAY 12.
REGISTRATION FEES include admission to all events: workshops, panel discussion, films, dances, and entertainment. FIVE
PLANS, A through E, give you choices of
how to register:

SYMPOSIUM
May 26-29, 1989

featuring

SVEND ROBINSON

limited. number of WORK EXreduced-price plans are
available; write for information today.
A SHARE-A-RIDE program will
match up people who have tr_ansportation
with those who need it. Call the Gay-Lesbian
Phoneline any Wednesday, 7-9pm, to get on
the list (498-2088). Leave a message at other
times; include your name, mailing address
.with ZIP, and telephone number.

SOCIOLOGtST, FIIIINIST, INSTRUCTOR AT HIIIPSIURE COLLEGE

Lesbian Pulp Novels 19So:65 and The Zuni Man
SLIDE·LECTIJRE PRES£11TATIOICS

TOM WILSON WEINBERG & TEN PERCENT. .REVIEW
CAIAAIT IIIOII

REGISTRATION IS SIMPLE - JUST PICK A PLAN
PLAN A - "The Full Package " - 3 nights lodging,
5 meals and registration - $75
PLAN B - 2 nights lodging, 5 meals, registration - $65
PLAN C - 1 night lodging, 4 meals, registration - $50
PLAN D - 5 meals and registration - $40
PLANE - Registration only ($15) payable at the door

BUSINESSES want space, there will be a
small charge.
Use the Pre-Registration Form in this issue
of Our Paper. For further information on the
conference, contact Symposium XVI, POB
990, Caribou, Maine 04 7 36, 498-2088.
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May 26-29 , 1989 • le 26-29 mai 1989
University of Maine-Presque Isle campus

It

hosred byl presenrlJ par
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD

~

NAME/NOM _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M/F _
ADDRESS/E· -----------------~
TOWN/VILLE------------------STATE/ETAT/PROVINCE ·_ _ _ _ ZIP CODE POSTAL _ _ __
TELEPHONE-------------------~

e

I WISH TO REG \ STER FOR/Je veux faire l 'inscription:

O PLAN

A

O PLAN

B

O PLAN

O Pl.AN P O PLAN

C

E

• I WILL NEED HOOSING/J 'aurai besoin de logement:

Q

FRIDAY NIGHT

Q SATURDAY

vendredi soir

O

NIGHT

samedi soir

NON-SM OKIN:; ROCM

O

e

O SUNDAY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NIGHT

dimanche soir

NON-ALCOHOL ROCH

chambre non-fumeur

chambre sans alcool

I WILL SHARE A ROCH WITH :

Je partagerai une chambre avec·, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
name/narn
Q SEND HOTEL/MOTEL INFORMATION

O

Envoyez les information hbtel/motel

SEND Cl\Hl'CROUND INFORMATION

Envoyez les information de terrain~

e CHILD CARE/LE SERVI CE DE GARDER! E e SPECIAL NEEDS/SESOINS SPEC! AUX
NUMBER OF CHIIDREN
Q WHEELCHAIR I\CCESSIBILITY
Accessibilit~ aux chaises
roulai,ts

f.'Um<.fro des cnfants _ _ _ _ __

AGES OF CHIIDREN
V.ur:; Ay,::;

D

u~

Saturday, May 27, 1989

SYMPOSIUM

EWALL ·20• PRE-REGISTRATION
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WORDS AND

PRE-INSCRIPTION

MA I N E
SYMPOSIUM XVI
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MAINE SYMPOSIUM XVI . POB 990 . CARIBOU . MAINE . 04736
207.498·2088 - staffed Wednesdays 7-9pm (or leave a message)
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FREE DISPLAY TABLE SPACE. Just
drop a note today to Symposium. If any

•
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are encouraged to take advantage of the
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.DAVE LAVOIE with the MARSH ISLAND BAND
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GROUPS & ORGANIZATIONS
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MARGARET CERULLO
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University of Maine-Presque Isle campus

C£LORATlftG 1KE tOth NIIIIVERSART OF TIIE ST01£11All ROELLION
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PLAN A - the ' 'full package ' ' - three
nights lodging, five meals, and registration $75 (requires $35 non-refundable deposit).
PLAN B · two nights lodging, five meals,
and registration for $65 (with a $30 non·
refundable deposit).
PLAN C - includes one night lodging,
four meals, and registration for $50 (with a
$25 non:refundable deposit).
PLAN D · is five meals plus registration
only, for $40 (requires $20 non-refundable
deposit).
PLANE - registration only ($15) may be
paid a1 the door.

TOM WILSON WEINBERG
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Communication par signes pour
les sourds

O SIGHT

ASSISTANCE

Assistance aux aveugl e s

QHONDI\Y

dimanche

I

QSIGNIIC FOR HEARING-IMPAIRED

fRIDAY QSA'l\JRDAY
vL•ndre<li
samedi

Q SUNDAY

e

,

O OTHER/autre_ _ _ _ _ __

lundi

ENCLOSE MY NON-REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT

J'ai inclus un acompte non-remboursable

PLAN A ($35)
P!...AN C ($25)

•

PLAN B ($ 3 0)
PLAN D ( $20)

Mail fonn and payment to :

Envoyez la forrrrule et la
paiement a:
s:r

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Make check payable to;
Veuillez faire le cheque NLN-SYMPOSIUM
a ordre de ~

SYMPOSIUM XVI

CARIBOU, MAINE 04~~:

HONANT I N C W S _ _ _ _ _
(US FUNDS ONLY - US $ SEU LEHENT}

G~~
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The Third A nnu a l GOLDEN
T HRE ADS Celebration wi ll take place on
June 16-1 8 at the Holiday Inn in Provincetown, Mass. Started four years ago,
GOLDEN THREADS is fo r Lesbians over
50 and for women who are interested in
oldeI," women . Its quarterly contact pub I ication lists many self-descriptions. resources .
book reviews and an editorial. all targeted
at the interests and concerns of the 'a lder
Lesbian.
Lesbians from all overthe Uni ted States.
many from Canada and some from Euro pe,
will converge on Provincetow11 to celebrate what they are and their age. whatev er
that is . The highlight of this year's
GOLDEN THREADS Celebration will
be a banquet. fo llowed by Jennifer Justice.
internationally famous Storyteller. Jenni fer.
wi th her partner. Susan Wilson show ing
slides. will present stories of Lesbian Erotica.
Started in 1985. GOLDEN THREADS
brings older Lesbians out of isolation and
loneliness to know penpals. friends and/or
lovers. It has brought joy into the lives of
hundreds of older Lesbians. For information contact : Christine Burton. GOLDEN
THREADS. PO Box 3177, Burlington. VT
05401-0031.

San Francisco Lesbian/Gay Freedom
Day Parade & Celebration
It is with great pleasure that we invite
you to the world's largest celebration of
Gay Pride. the San Francisco Lesbian/
Gay Freedom Day Parade & Celebration! The date for this year's event is
Sunday. June 25. 1989.
This is the 20th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots which mark the advent of our
modern liberation. The intern.ational theme
for this year is "Stonewall 20: A Generation of Pride." Our Parade and Celebration will be keyed to noting our progress in
allowing the freedom bf al I people to choose
who they love.
The event is planned as a joyous celebration of ·who we are, where we have
come from and where we are goiJlg. Once
again, the Parade will begin in the Castro
and proceed down Market Street to Civic
Center. The Celebration site has been
expanded nad will consist of several stages,
including a Main Stage in front of City
Hal I, for speakers and various performance
arts. We are excited about the visual arts
di splay in Civic Center, a new addition to
our Celebration. There will be additional
space for several hundred booths for businesses. clubs, artists, and other organizations to promote their activities. We expect
over 300.000 people to attend this year' s
Parade & Celebration.
Our office is located at 1519 rytission
Street and hours are Monday-Friday, 9:301:00 and 2:00-6:00.
For further information, please write
the San Francisco Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade and Celebration
Committee, 584 Castro St., #513 , San
Francisco, CA 94114.

Maine's Annual Statewide Conference, Symposium XVI, University of
Maine at Presq ue Isle, May 26-29, 1989
Gay. lesbian, and bi sexual people from
throughout Maine and the Canadian Maritimes wil l gather on the Un iversity of
Maine campus in Presque Isle for the state ' s
16th annual conference, the Maine Lesbian and Gay men ' s Sy mposium XVI ,
scheduled for Memorial Day weekend, May
26-29, 1989. The conference site is in the
heart of Maine ·s . northernmost region,
Aroos took County. ·
The theme of Symposium XVI is
• ·;ST,ONEW ALL 20: a ce lebration." reflecting the fac t that 1989 is the 20th anniversary
of the ·'Stonewall Rebell ion" which took
place in June, 1969 on Christopher Street,
Greenwich Village, New York City. After
years of police harassment. gay people at
the Stonewall Bar fo ught back, and the
modern lesbian-gay liberation movement
was boni. Symposium XVI will be a celebration of thi s hi storic event. as participants review the past and plan for the
future .
Keynote speakers at the Symposium
XVI will be the Honourable Svend Robinson, openly-gay member of the Canadian
Parliament, and Margaret Cerullo, lesbian
activist and/ insJructor of Socjology and
Feminist Studies at Ham pshire -College in
Amherst, Mass.
Two s lide-lecture presentations focusing on lesbian-gay history will be presented by two San Francisc.ans: Roberta
Ysuba will discuss pre-Stonewall American literature in her lecture, "Lesbian Pulp
Norels.1950-/965." The Native American
"berdache"1s t he subject of Will Roscoe' s
presentation, "The Zuni Man : a traditional
male role." de_!ailing the life on one Zuni
Indian who pursued a traditional Native
woman's role ..
Entertainment for the weekend will
feature the 'e1xciting gay-lesbian cabaret
show, "Ten Pt rcent Review, " with Tom
Wilson Weinberg. In addition to a dance
featuring music from the 40s through the
80s, there will be a contra dance with Dave
Lavoie and the Marsh Island Band.
Numerous workshops, a panel discussion, games, and presentations will be
facilitated by members of the gay-lesbian
community from Maine and the Mari times,
and a wide variety of films will be screened
throughout the weekend.
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On-campus dormitory housing, double
occ upancy , is ·available if reserved in advance. Rooms in clude linen , blanket, pi llow , and towel. Meal service is provided
with advance reservations. The full mea l
plan includes Saturday ' s breakfast. lunch.
and supper, plus Sunday 's brunch and
supper. A vegetarian menu is available.
Chi ld care is free. but this, too must be
reserved in advance.
Regi stration fees include admi ss ion to
all events: workshops, panel discussion,
films, dances, and entertainment.
Five "plans," A through E, g ive yo u
choices of how to register:
·
PLAN A includes the full package:
thr~e nights lodging, five meals , and registrauon for $75 (requires $35 non-refundable deposit)
PLAN B is two nights lodgi ng, five
meals, and registration for $65 (with a $30
non-refundable deposi t)_
PLAN Dis five·meal s plus registration
for $40 '($20 non-refundable deposit required)
PLANE is your registration only, $15 ,
which may be paid at the door.
A limited number of WORK EXCHANGE, reduc~d-price plans are avai lable; write for information.
A "sruue-~Tride" J?(Ognutl . will .m~h
up people who have transportation with
thos.e who ne.ed it. Call the Gay-Lesbian
Phoneline Wednesday, 7-9 p.m., to get on
the list ~ 207/498-2088.
All reservations for housing, food, and
child care must be ·received by April 24,
1989, For further information ·on the conference, contact:.SYMPOSIUM XVI , POB
990,.Cari.bou, ME .04736, 207/498-2088:

The Maine Humanities Council has
recent ly released a 1/2 hour video program.
AIDS: Plague, Panic . and the Test of
Human Val ues, based on a one-day conference presented by the Counc il on May 8.
1987.
This videotape condensation bf the
day 's presentation s features well-known
artist and critic Susan Sontag, author of
Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Us
Metaphors. as well as such noted schoJa~s
as medieval hi storian David HerlihY. qf
Brown University and social historian Allan
Brandt of Harvard University. Also ) n. th,e
video is Cameron Duncan. a person with
AIDS who spent the lasr year before his
recent death shari ng his'thoughts and ex perience of his illness with the people of
- Maine in order to help allay the fears about
this deadly disease. Theprogram addresses
such AIDS-related issues as morality and
sex uality , public; health and· indivtd4al
rights, obligatipn_s of. health .care. pr9fessionals, and society's struggle with the
• power of biology.
·
·
The videotape is available for sale from
the Maine Humanities Council. For more
information, write the Council at PO Box
7202, Portland, ME 04112 or call (207, 77'3_
5051.

Lesbian Partners ot inc~st Stirvivois:
Friends are friends , bui no
re ally understands like another partner. We stiare
many of the same issues. Come join our
group for friendship, support, and -validation. All replies confidential. Write: Hollie
Frost, RRI Box 1005, Harr,ison, MEQ4040.-
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·ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consc_iousiuss
49 Exchange St. Portland. ME 04112

(207) 775-1281

. WOODFO~~ CAFE ..
\)'HITEIJ

~

DOLLAR

SALE :

Present this coupon for
dollar off the price of
any burger at WOODFORDS CAFE
AND the CAFE will donate
an additional ~ dolldr to thEi
MAINE HEALTH FOUNDATION, Inc
to help support their
AIDS related programs.
~

ONE
w:JODFORDS CAFE

129 Spring St.

OH£_

Limit 1 coupon per person
.. per visit.
Offer expires May 31, 1989
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The Maine Lesbian and Gay Chorus is a
reality and we meet in Portland every other
Sunday. No auditions are required. For
locations and times call the Lesbian and
Gay Bulletin Board at 883-6934. Augusta
area .rehearsals on one of the alternate
Sundays· is being arranged.
Women 's Support Group for Women with
AIDS, ARC or Who Are HIV-Positive,
every Thursday at The AIDS Project I 0:30
a.m. to 12:00 noon, beginning April 13,
1989 at 22 Monument Square, 5th Floor,
Portland, Maine. For further information,
or if you need day care, please call Diane or
Toby ~t 774.-6877.
The goals for the Maine AIDS Alliance include: presenting a unified voice in
developing AIDS policy and serv ices for
Maine communities atthe grassroots level,
locating and distributing funds for the
purposes of education and support services, conducting a statewide AIDS education and service needs assessment, and to
assist in developing education and support
groups in areas where there are not any.
For further information, contact John
Silvernail at 469-7343 or Dennis Hatch at
442-7070 or write Maine AIDS Alliance,
PO Box 57, Brunswick, Maine 04011.
-Help out as a guard or marshal\ on the
June 3, Portland area Lesbian, Gay, and
Bisexual Pride March and receive a free
Pride T-shirt with the Prid~ logo. For information call the Lesbian and Gay Bulletin
Board at 883-6934.
. Dignity/Maine, an organization of GayI
Lesbian Catholics and their friends, would
like to star;t a chapter in Bangor. If there is
anyone in. the Bangor area who is interested, please write to Dignity/Maine, PO
Box 8113, Portland, ME 04104. Dignity is
a community that believes that gay men
and lesbian women can express their sexuality in a manner consonant with Christ's
teaching. Dignity exercises a ministry in
five specific areas: spiritual development,
education, social involvement, feminist
issues and social events.

AMERICAN.A
•JAPANESE
ITALIAN .A

SECRETS:
A Club for Women
On Thursday, April 27, 1989, SECRETS - A Club For Women, opened its
doors at 823 Main St. in Cambridge, MA
A multi-leved club, with two separate dance
floors, SECRETS offers the spinning abilities of two di sc jockeys every Thursday
and Friday night, providing an exceptional
combination of musical styles. Dance to
the rhythms of mainst;.:::am, alternative,
new rock, house and r&b music (partial).
On Saturday evenings,join us for cocktails
and dancing on the lower level.
The work of local , :women artists will
be displayed downstairs, showcasing a
different artist each month. Photojournalist, T.L. LITT, the first featured artist,
presents "As It Is," a collection of photographs highlighting political and social
awareness. Additional· artists scheduled
include: Tara Diab, Sherry Edwards, Julianne Fiore, Ariel Jones and Lisa Sette.
SECRETS
boa sts
a
comfortable,attractive atmosphere for
women and their friends, valet parking,
accessibility to public transportation, a
convenient location in Central Square,
Cambridge, two dance floors and a host of
specialized parties and events soon to be
announced.
For additional information regarding
SECRETS, displaying art or tp reque~t an
invitation to the private, grand opening
party, contact Laurel Bowman or Cyndie
Barone at (617) 497-7200.

COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY,
SEXUAL ASSAULT 1989
The lecture/demonstration covering
Personal Safety, Self Defense and Sexual
Assault Awareness by Lauretta Gregoire
will be held on Wednesday , May 3 at the
University of Southern Maine 's (USM)
Portland Campus, Student Rooms B & C
from 7 to 9 p.m. for further information,
please contact the Rape Crisis Center,
Inc. P.O. Box 1371, Portland, Maine
04104 at (207) 774-3613.

Take Your Vacation at the NAMES
Project:
National Office in San Francisco Seeks
Volunteer Assistance in Preparation for
Return to Washington
Preparing the Quilt for the Washington, DC display on October 6-8, 1989 will
require the efforts of hundreds of volunteers over the next six months. The
NAMES Project needs part-time and fulltime volunteers in the San Francisco workshop from now througl, che end of September.
Panels continue to arrive in San Francisco, especially since the Quilt's 19-city,
four-month tour through the U.S. and
Canada began. In addition, the many smaller
Quilt displays held throughout the year
continue to encourage people to make new
panels. At its present rate of growth, the
Quilt is expected to include more than
12,000 panels by October. The deadline for
submission of panels to be included in the
Washington, D.C. display is August 1st.
Each panel that arrives at the NAMES
Project workshop must 'be measured,
hemmed, and sewn into larger blocks. Each
block must be bordered and grommeted so
it can be attached to other Quilt sections.
The names must be entered into the master
database that is used to create the map and
directory for each display. Additional tasks
at the wor~~hop include answering phone
inquiries, working with the national media, planning events for the October 6-8
weekend in D.C., creating fabric walkways, producing flyers, posters and leaflets about the events, arranging shipping
and transportation, and communicating
with NAMES Project chapters across the
country and around the world. ·
The NAMES Project cannot be responsible for your transportation, hou.sing
or other costs, but can offer you the chance
to be part of the preparations for the October display, and to see San Francisco. If
you would like to offer any ambunt of time,
please call the volunteer coord~nator at 415/
863-1966.
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Providing individual, couples and group counseling for lesbians
and gay men in a safe, accepting environment.
Help for those deaiing with addictions, co-dependency
or ACOA issues.
Convenient offices in Portland and Brunswick
Call: (207) 729-8727 for further information
For BCA Massachusetts call: (617) 438-8155

Chiltern Mountain Club Tri~
Chiltern Mountain Club is an outdoor
recreation organization for gay men, lesbians, and their friends. Cyclists, hikers, flat- .
water and whitewater enthusiasts. climbers. and environmentalists are welcome.
Open to everyone, costs for trips and events
are nominal to cover expenses or free.
Contact: Chiltern Mountain Club, PO
Box 407-0, Boston, MA 02117, or call:
Michael (207) 883-6934.
- There will be a Chiltern Mountain
Club get-together in Acadia National Park
over the fourth of July weekend. Events
during thi s informal weekend include bike
rides, canoeing. hikes. ro~k climbing;- and
various social festivities. Chiltern is open
to both men and women, as well as the less
outdoors-oriented. Non-members are in vited to join us. For detai ls call Michael
Rosetti at 883-6934.
Chiltern Mountain Club trips:
5/6 Southern N.H. bike trip. Ride 28
miles from Exeter. Joe or Bob (508) 6898052.
5/14 Mt. Jefferson. N .H. hike, lunch at
the summit. Mike (603) 644-7658.
5/28 Scenic beginner hike to Franconia
Falls.N.H. Mike (603) 644-7658.
5/21 Forty-four mile bike ride through
the hill s near Manchester.N.H . Jean (603)
'
624-8955.
llth Annual Gay Men 's Conference
GAYLA XI Ferry Beach; Saco, Maine
July 29 - August 5, 1989
GAYLA is an annual conference of
gay men celebrating our 11th year. Men of
all ages and life experiences coming together to give affirmation to ourselves and
to one another by sharing and celebrating
our spirituality, our specialiness, and our
power.
We are a diverse group of men: lovers,
friends, ·fathers, many colors, couples,
singles, PW A's/ARC, healers, survivors,
flaming faggots and closet queens, spiritual leaders, leather queens, sissies and
jocks.
Come join with us in this experience
which includes workshops on personal
growth, gay male spirituality, current gay
issues, and more; also laughing and crying,
hugs, walks on the beach and in the woods,
and building of community.
Still deliberating? For more information about GAYLA XI write coordinators
c/o Ferry Beach or call John Calvi, Washington, DC: (202) 387-8445; Randy
Gearhart, Cleveland, Ohio: (216) 221-1288;
Bob Richardson, Hoboken, New Jersey:
(201) 653-7454; David Brennan, Boston,Mass. : (617) 566-3559; Larry Firrantello,
New Haven, Conn: (203) 865 -8467; Roger
White, Cleveland, Ohio (216) 961-1110.
The Ferry Beach Park Association is an
independent affiliate of the Unitarian
Universalist Association. The conference
center is located on thirty acres of woodland and beach on Maine 's Saco Bay.
Questions? for a complete rate schedule contact:
_
Executive Director, Ferry Beach Park
Association, 5 Morris Ave., Saco, ME
04072. Phone (207) 282-4489; during July
and August (207) 284-8612.
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The Straight &Narrow_

The Pioneering Sisters Rest Homeby Holly Valero
Marty stood outside her third floor
apartment fumbling madly with a handful
of keys. It was Friday evening.just after IO
o'clock. Braced between her left arm and
left knee was a slowly disintegrating bag of
groceries. It always seemed to rain on
those evenings when she ended up at the
Shop-N-Save fora few items. As she picked
out the correct key and slid it into the lock
she heard a muffled ring. Damn! The phone.
With the grace of a SW ATteam she strongarmed the door. tripped over the cat. and
left a trail of grapefruit and Oreos as she
landed upon the receiver.
" Hello.'' she gasped.
"Hello. Is Martina Harrington there?"
"This is Marty."
"Oh. hello. This is Mildred Warnley
calling from the Pioneering Sisters Rest
Home in Alfred. I' m sorry to have to tell
yo u this. but your Aunt Amanda passed
away this evening just after nine o'clock.
She died in her sleep." Marty felt a lump
ri se up in her throat. Growing up in Indiana. she never had the chance to get to
know Aunt Amanda. She had heard about
her through the family grapevine - the
woman was practically a legend. She was
one of those fiesty women· s I ibbers. back
before they even had the word for them .
Now that Marty had moved back to Maine,
she had intended to get in touch with her,
but it was too late.
Marty cleared herthroat. "How. uh, old
was she?"
··she would have been ninety-four this
May ... she did not suffer and was in no pain.
I thought you would like to know."
"WelL..l guess if you 're going to die,"
Marty let out a sigh, "I don't know what to
say."
"I understand, dear. These things are
never easy. Your Aunt Amanda used to
speak of you often. She always enjoyed
your yearly Christmas card and letter and

showed them to the rest of the women
staying here. In fact, she has some things
here in an old trunk that she wanted you to
have. Maybe you could come by the rest
home and pick them up sometime." Marty
offered to drop by the following Sunday
afternoon. got directions, aod hung up the
phone.
Samson. the cat, had been playing dodge
. ball with a stray grapefruit. Marty crouched
down on all fours and reached around
under the couch until she hit it. The Oreos
she woitld just have to forfeit.

As she put away the rest of the groceries
she began to think about Aunt Ammy' that's what all the kids called her:S~e knew
very little about this woman , except that
she had been born in Canada somewhere,
and spent most of her life up north near
Quimby, Maine . From what she.knew, her
life had not been easy. An epidemic had
killed two of her brothers and her only
sister. Her parents had both died in a fire
when Amada was only fourteen. Yet,
somehow she managed to tug it out by
herself. She got a job back when women
were not expected to work, and somehow,
survived.
Marty alw~ys thought_ about Aunt
Ammy when times got tough for her. If '

Aunt Amanda had survived all she had,
then her own problems couldn ' t be that
bad, andl she, too, would somehow survive.
With that, she sat down on the kitchen floor
and had a good, long cry.
Dana, Marty 's girlfriend, showed up on
Sunday morning with the Boston Globe
and a quart of orange juice, as usual. After
breakfast and the funnies they hopped into
Dana's pick-up truck and headed for Alfred.
The Pioneering Sisters Resr Home was
located on the outskirts of town; a lovely
coloniall setting with a big old barn and a
few fann cats, surrounded by flower beds
and a large garden plot. "This is really
nice," said Dana, "look at all the cats!"
''Yeah, this is the ·kind of rest home I
would pick, if I had a choice," answered
Marty . An older woman stepped onto the
front porch to greet the two of them.
"Good afternoon, I'm Mildred. You
must be Martina. "
" Marty, yeah ... and this is my, uh , friend,
Dana."
"Nice to meet you both. You look so
much like Amanda! Come on in! "
The inside of the Pioneering Sisters was
just as she pictured it; antiques, a wood
stove, natural woodwork everywhere,
baskets, and a big old fireplace. There were
also a 'few older women sitting around,
flipping through a variety of seed catalogs,
planning this year's garden. "This is beautiful!" said Marty.
Mildred smiled, "Thank you! We did a
lot of the work ourselves! Let me show you
around!'." The three of them went from
room to room, enjoying the views and
meeting a few of the women here and there.
Mildred stopped at one bedroom, "This is
where Amanda and Colleen stayed." Marty
peeked into the bedroom. There was a rag
rug on the floor, a big double bed, two
dressers, and a cedar chest.
"Colleen? Who 's Colleen?" Marty

asked.
"Colleen was Amanda's partner. She
passed away three years ago. Poor Amanda,
I don't think she ever really got used-to it.
They had lived together for over thirty
years. "
Marty and Dana exchanged glances.
Marty then cleared her throat, "I, uh, never
knew."
.
" Amanda started the Pioneering Sisters, you know, with .Colleen back in, oh,
was it 1957? The idea was to provide a safe
place for older lesbians to stay since many
of them don't have children that might be
able to care for them."
Marty felt the blood rush to her face.
"You mean all of the wornen here are ... :·
"Well , we try not to turn anyone away
even if they aren't," Mildred answered,
"but most of the women here are lesbians."
" You said that my aunt had left some·
thing for me?" Marty asked.
"In the cedar chest," Mildred said as she
walked into the bedroom. She lifted the lid
and pulled out a mammoth blue, yellow ,
and green quilt. " Amanda and Colleen put
this together over the winter of : 68, during
the blizzard. She wanted you to have it. She
also wanted you to have her journals."
Mildred picked up three volumes of materials. As she handed them to Marty, a tiny
envelope slipped out of the top volume.
Marty picked up the envelope. It had
her name across the front. M~y opened
the envelope and removed a small card.
" What's it say?" asked Dana.
"It says, 'I'm sorry about Colleen. I
should have told you. Your mother kept
telling me that you would be devastated. I
probably shouldn't have listened to her. I .
always thought you might be .the only one
in the family who really would understand.
My journals should fill •you in on the grey
areas. Love, Aunt Ammy.;'
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QuiltArrives-May 25

Eve,ry Penny Counts!

by Eric Gordon
According to David Ketchum, a volunteer coordinator for the Quilt Committee
of the AIDS Project, preparations to bring
the Names Project Quilt to Portland's
Expo Building over Memorial Day Weekend are "rolling right along."
Ketchum, along with fellow coordinator Malcolm Mailloux, are overseeing the
display of the quilt, created to memorialize
the thousands who have died of AIDS.
Although the entire quilt will be staying
in Portland from May 25 to May 29, only
800 panels or roughly ten percent will be
on display. However, visitors to the Expo
will definitely get a sense of the enormity
of the project because the entire Expo floor
will be covered as will the lobby, stage
area, and side walls. Panels from Vermont,
New Hampshire and Maine will be featured.
Ketchum said he ca.nnot conceive how
many people will pass through the Expo's
doors over the upcoming long weekend but
did offer that ab.out ~5,000 people viewed
the quilt when it was displayed in Ft. Wayne,
Indiana, a city similar in size to Portland.
The AIDS Project has found the quilt's
arrival as an opportunity to educate the
public about the human side of AIDS.
Hundreds of Maine schoolchildren will be
learning about the quilt and later descend-·
ing on Portland to view it for themselves.
Also, because Portland is the only New
England stop on the quilt's currentAmerican and Canadian tour, out-of-staters are
•/.
· expected to be well-represented.
People wishing to find out how they can
help in this massive project should contact
David Ketchum at a special phone line at
The AIDS Project, (207) 774~2087.

Names Project Quilt to be Displayed at
Vth Annual lnternatiional Conference
on AIDS in Montreal.
Attendees Invited to Create and Present
International Memorial Panels During
Special Ceremony
The NAMES Project Quilt, the huge
intern·ational memorial to those who have
died from· AIDS, will be displaye~ at the
Vth International Conference on AIDS
in Montreal, Canada, June 4-9. The Quilt is
made up of more than nine thousand individual 3ft X 6ft (90cm x 180cm) panels.
Created by friends, lovers, and families,
these personal memorials each pay tribute
to the memory of someone who has died of
AIDS .
"The Quilt illustrates the impact of the
AIDS crisis by revealing the names and
lives behind the statistics," and Cleve Jones,
Executive Directorof the NAMES Project.
"The quilt continues to grow as a poignant
visual symbol of the epidemic that continues to take its toll on our immediate and
global communities. We are ve ry grateful
to the Conference organizers and the World
Health Organization's Global Programme on AIDS, fortheir help.in briging
the Quilt to Montreal. "

OPEN HEART PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS A

FU1NDRAISING DANCE

I7

for the NATIONAL AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT

(Coming to Portland May 25-29 -

I

I

Hosted by The AIDS Project)

Saturday, May 20 V 8:00 p.m. - 12 midnight
Peoples Building, 155 Brackett St., Portland
$5 Minimum Donation Requested
Call 774-2087 for more -information
ALL PROCEEDS WILL REMAIN IN MAINE
AND WILL ASSIST LOCAL DIRECT SERVICE AIDS ORGANIZATIONS.

HElP BRING THE QUILT TO PORTlANDI

a·

EVERY PENNY COUNTS

Those attending the Conference are
invited to bring new panels for loved ones
and to add them to the Quilt during a
special internatinal panel presentation
ceremony. " Many people around the world
- . have heJd of and contributed to the Quilt
and it is ourhope that many more will
create panels reflecting their own culture
and native art traditions," said Jeannette
Koijane, Directoroflnternational Programs
for the NAMES Project. "These new
panels will be joined together and regularly shown at other international displays ,
including a long-term display at the World
Health Organization Headquarters in
Geneva."
Those interested in creating panels to
be displayed in Montreal may either bring
them to the Conference or send them to the
NAMES Project office at 2362 Market
St., San Francisco, CA 94114 USA attn:
Jeannette Koijane. Those panels sent to
Sain Francisco must be received by May 15
in order to be included in the Montreal
display.

The AIDS Project of Portland, Maine,
is a non-profit organization founded in
1985 to meet the challenge of the AIDS
epidemic in Maine. Our purpose is to provide preventive education, advocacy, and
direct support serv ices for Persons Living
With AIDS and their families, lovers and
friends.
Over Memorial Day weekend (May
25th-29th), The AIDS Project is pleased
to announce that it will host the National
AIDS Memorial Quilt at the Portland
Exposition Building. The AIDS Quilt is a
living memorial, taking the form of a huge
quilt. It is made up of individual pan~ls.
each bearing the name of a person last to
AIDS . The Quilt is the single most important educational tool we hav·e available
today, and has been nominated to receive a
Nobel Peace Prize.
The goal of The AIDS Quilt is to
provide an educational forum that illustrates the global scope of the AIDS epidemic and that encourages a global awareness and response based on compassion
and concern. There are currently 13 countries represented in The Quilt, and chap-·
ters are forming in Europe, Canada, Israel ,
South America and Australia. The Quilt
ill1Jstrate the enormity of this epidemic by
showing the personal side behind the statistics .
I would like to take this opportunity to ·
cordially invite you to attend The Quilt
display at the Exposition Building in Portland this Memorial Day weekend.
I am also writing to ask you to help
bring the AIDS Memorial Quilt to Portland by sending your contribution of $25,
$50, $100 or more today.:We need to.raise
funds necessary for publicizing and dis- playing the AIDS Memorial Quilt, and we
welcome your gift in any amount. Please
make checks payable to: The AIDS
Project, 22 Monument Square, Fifth Floor,
Portland, Maine 0410 I. Thank you fo r
your support. Your contribution will make
a difference. For further .infonnation, please
call (207) 774-2087.
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Abortion is a Gay Issue
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HELP!!

by Jaives Melanson
Very soon the Supreme Court of the
United States will have an opportunity to
overturn its 1973 landmark Roe vs. Wade
legal decision, a decision which permitted
women access to safe and legal abortions.
Given the potential ramifications on the
lives of our lesbian sisters, should Roe vs.
Wade be overturned, it is absolutely crucial that gay men become involved in the
effort to advance the cause of reproductive
freedom for women.
For years lesbian women have worked
on behalf of funding for AIDS programs
and for AIDS education and research - it's
about time gay men showed an interest in
working on behalf of issues that affect
women's lives. We in the gay male community have·a responsibility to work for an
equal rights amendment. for more shelters
and support services for battered women
and rape survivors. and for reproductive
rights. If we demand social justice for
ourselves. then we must be willing to fight
for it on the behalf of others. If we demand
that sodomy laws be eradicated because we
believe that the government has no right to
tell us what to do with our own bodies, then
we must be willing to fight for a woman' s
freedom to choose to terminate a pregnancy. Our community has mobilized to
combat AIDS. a disease which has taken
thousands of lives. and we've done so with
bravery and resourcefulness. It's equally
important that we mobilize with just as
much vigor and resolve to fi ght any attempt
to restrict a woman 's access to a safe abortion, so that thousands oflives will never be
lost again at the hands of back alley abortionists. It's time for gay men to stop
mouthing off liberal platitudes, and to get
off our butts and start attending events in
support of women 's efforts to take back the
night. to take control of their bodies and
their lives, and to gain economic equity.
The following quotes were taken from
statements made by peopie who care about
the abortion issue, and are concerned that
the gay male community isn't doing nearly
enough to promote women 's rights ...
" In the last eight years many women,
lesbian and straight have given a lot of time
and energy to the AIDS issue. Many of
them work on lesbian, women 's AIDS, and
Third World issues all at one time. What
we ' ve learned from them is that all of these
issues are not separate. They are just manifestations of the broader injustice of a system controlled by rich, straight, white men."
"The people directing the anti-choice
movement, pro life is a misnomer, are also
the same ones who support anti-gay legislation, pack school boards to oppose implementation of AIDS and safe sex education, bum books, demand school prayers
are anti-intellectual. I grew up in the deep
south ...and I know that what they are after
has nothing to do with morality, but with
social control; replacing women back into
the position of second class citizens under
the thumb of men."
Jim Lovette
From the organization "Men Who Care
About Women's Lives"
" ...And, yes abortion is a gay issue
because lesbians who are raped can be
forced to bear their rapist's child if denied
access to an abortion. It is a gay issue

because gay people 's sisters and mothers
must have right to decide when and if to
bear children. It is a gay issue because gay
peoples sisters and mothers must have right
to decide when and if to bear children. It is
a gay issue because when one form of
freedom of choice is threatened, all forms
are threatened."
Wendy Caster, columnist
San Diego Gay Times
Abortion is a gay issue, an issue that
demands not only our immediate attention,
but our full participation as well. If gay
men sit by and do nothing in this then we
will be as accomplices in the deaths and
maimings of thousands of women who will
be forced to return to back alleys for abortions. Our responsibility to our sisters
demands courage and integrity and its a
responsibility that must be attended to now.

Publislhed every month on page two of
Our Paper is our editorial policy. In it we
emphasize that Our Paper is Your Paper!!
Without you, Our Paper can not and will
not survive!
Our Paper is grossly understaffed. We
need writers, layout people and distribution helpers. Whether you live in Kittery or
Fort Kent - it doesn't matter - send us your
fiction, poetry, news, notices, features,
regional reports, announcements; whatever.
If you want Maine 's only gay/lesbian
paper to survive we need more than your
praise, we need your help. Whether it be
distributing papers to a few spots once a
month, helping with layout or contributing
some wriuen creation, we need you!
Drop us a line or yome to a harmless
Tuesday night meeting. Please don ' t think
that "someone else will do it"; that someone else is you. Remember, Our Paper is
Your Pa1i>er!!

. Ju.dit-h Lippa, MSW
Uc. Clini¢al Social Worker

Counseling
&
Psychotherapy
• Individuals
• Couples
• Families· .. .
• Groups

Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME.04101

(207) 773-1235

P.S.K. for the Our Paper Collective
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PORTLAND, MAINE

LESBIAN, GAY, AND BISEXUAL PRIDE DAY
PRIDE PARADE STARTS AT 1:45 P.M. FROM LONGFEllOW SQUARE - JUNE, 3
WEEKEND EVENTS INCLUDE AIESBIAN AND GAY CHORUS PERFO}WANCE, MLGPA
EVENT, PRAYEH SERVICE, DANCE, AND BRUNCH.
FOR INFORMATION CALL THE LESBIAN-GAY BULLETIN BOARD, 24 HRS, 883-6934
OR.CHECK OUT THE 'PRIDE BROCHURE AVAILABLE MAY 18, FREE
·.9
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·Maine's Gay (
What's Been Done

•••
/

by Peter S. Karasopoulos
With the support of a bipartisan group
of legislators, the Maine Human Rights
Commission, Maine's Attorney General,
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
and an enormous array of public figures
and state and national organizations,
Maine's gay civil rights bill is now on it
way to a vote in the Maine House and
Senate. The bill , known as LD 556, "An
Act to Prevent Discrimination", would
make discrimination on the grounds of
sexual orientation illegal in matters involving employment, housing, public accomodations and credit. The bill was introduced
a a press conference at the state house on
March 28.
The sponsor and cosponsors of the bill,
Rep. Gerry Conley, Senators Barbara Gill
and Paul Gauvreau and Rep. Anne Rand,
were perhaps outshone by one surprise
supporter, Maine Attorney General James
Tierney, who, when running for voernor
three years ago, opposed a gay civil rights
bill for Maine. Tierney attributed his change ·
in opinion to his lack of awareness regarding the extent of discrimination against
gays and lesbians in Maine. "It is unconscionable that any citizen be unprotected in
the basic life-sustaining areas of making a
living or securing a home ... clearly there
is a problem here that needs to be rectified," Tierney said.
Bill sponsor Gerry Conley of Portland
believes the endorsement of Tierney and
the sponsorship of the Maine Hu!Uan Rights
Commission will greatly assist in building
support for passage of the legislation. At

the March 28 press conference, Conley
said, "It's time to open our minds ... to lay
prejudice and bias aside .. ." MLGPA
president Diane Elze called the HMRC's
sponsorship "historic" and pointed to the
over 50 state and national organizations
which support the legislation as evidence
of the wide range of support for it. "The fact
that such discrimination is legal is absolutely unacceptable . I am heartened that
these· inequities are finally being widely
recognized and at the broad coalition of
bipartisan, institutional support that exists
today for work forthe passage of this bill."
The next step for LD 556 was a hearing
before the judiciary committee on April
19. Unlike hearings in years past, when
proponents and opponents often disrupted
proceedings with vicious debate and outcry, this year's hearing proved to be relatively subdued and friendly. Among the
speakers presenting testimony in favor of
the bill were its sponsors from the house
and senate, representatives from the Maine
Human Rights Commission, Attorney
General James Tierney, Portland Police
Chief Michael Chitwood and several
members of Maine '.s gay and lesbian
community who have been ; ictums of
discrimination. Also speaking was MLGPA
president Diane Elze who said,. 'To condone discrimination against any group is to
plant the seeds for violence to be committed agains that group, because the message, especially to our younger people, is
that those lives are somehow worth less."
LD 556 sponsor Rep. Gerry Conley said

The March 28 press conference.

that discrimination against lesbians and
gays belongs in "the shadows fo history"
and co-sponsor Paul Gauvreau said, "The
real obstacle to enactment is fear and prejudice." Co-sponsor Barbara Gill, a Republican senator from South Portland, voted
against the bill the la~i time it was presented, but pointed to her work on the
AIDS Advisory Committee as a major
reason she now supports the legislation.
Gill said she saw first-hand the discrimination that exists in Maine against people
with AIDS and against gays and lesbians.
As is tradition, Jasper Wyman and his
Christian Civic League provided the opposing viewpoints at the hearing. Wyman
called the League's opposition to LD 556.
"afundamental clash of values" and added,
"We cannot legislate in a moral vacuum .
Passage of this legislation would be a stamp
of approval of homosexuality." Other
opponents called the bill " unneccesary"
and "immoral" and dismissed the comparisions to other minority groups, arguing
that homosexuality is a lifestyle that is
voluntarily chosen and morally wrong.

•••

And What YOU Can Do

All fired-up and rarin' to go? Couldn't
make the hearing but still want to help?
Well, have no fear, there is still plenty you
can do to show your support. LD 556 is
expected to come up for a vote in mid to
late May so the next few weeks are crucial
for the gathering and confirmation of support in the legislature. Here, the courtesy of
the MLGPA, are some suggestions for
actions you can take to help "get out .the
vote" for Maine's gay civil rights legislation.
••
• Write or call your legislators and ask
them to support LD 556. If you 're not sure
what district you 're in, a simple call to your
town office will tell you, or call the office
of the Clerk of the House, 289-1402. Urge
your friends and family members to write,
too. (Printed in April's Our Paper is a list
of legislators who we especially need to
contact)
· • Host a letter writing party at your
home. Or better yet, invite your senator
and/or representative over to a gathering of
constituents.
· • If your legislators already support the
bill, write them a note of thanks.
Here's to victory!!

J. Van.ho, V.G.

Wholistlc Chiropr•ctlc Hqling Center

New Directions
1, Jeffer90n Street
Weldoboro Villege, ME 0.572

·10·

Rockpon Center
11• Com~cial St. , Rt. 1
1
P.O. Bo• 908 Roc~pon, ME oat56

Jasper Wyman speaks at April 19 hearing.

National Certified Counselor

WHOUSTIC CARE
(207) 236-9092

.

Deborah Cole MsEd

· law for people

Xaren

Peter
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"_;)l
Legal Counsel
Main St.

Searsport: Maine 04974

.. (Law Offices located behind Jaret & Cohn)

548-6689
548-2929

with special interest in:
•
•
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transition & loss
non traditional families
dysfunction2I & ACOA patterns & is.sues
internalized oppression

19 South St. , Portland, Maine
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Civil Rights Bill
Discrimination and Violence Survey of Gay People in
Maine
This survey was co-sponsored by the
Maine Civil Liberties Union and the Maine
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance. The data
were gathered from 323 respondents (a
22% response rate) from Jan. I - March 5,
1985 by means of pre-coded quantitative
questionnaires disseminated all over Maine
via Maine's gay newspaper, urban and
rural lesbian and gay organizations as well
as some women's groups. As the survey's
results show, most of Maine 's homosexual
population remain hidden. This is not a
random sampling as it is not possible to
obtain one from a hidden population. The
percentages shown are based on the numberof individuals that answered each question .

Photos by
r S.

Karasopoulos

A Sample Letter
to Send to Your Legislator
The Honorable ------,,..-----::c=-Maine State Senate (or Maine House of Representative)
State House Station #2 (#3 if a Representative)
Augusta, Maine 04-333
Dear Senator (Representative) _ _ _ _ _ __
As a constituent of your district, I urge you to support L.D. 556, An Act to Prevent
Discrimination, which was presented for public hearing before the Legislature's Judiciary
Committee on Wednesday, April 12.
L.D. 556will amend the Maine Human Rights Act to prohibit discrimjnation in employment,
housing, public accommodations and credit for all Maine citiz~ns r~g~rdle~s of our sexual
orientation. Religious institutions will be exempted from compliance with this law_, so as not
to infringe on anyo~e's religious practices.
This bill is urgently needed to ensure basic human rights for Maine's gay and l~s_bian-citizens
- the same civil rights now guaranteed to citizens on the basis of race, color, rehg1on, sex, age,
national origin and disability. Gay men and lesbians daily liv_e in fear of di~crimi~ation.
Discrimination against any group of people cannot be tolerated m our democratic society.
(As a gay person living in your district), L.D. 556 is important to to me because (snare why).
-orThough I am not gay myself (perhaps share a·littl.e bit about your personal life - for example,
if you are married, have children, etc.), L.i>. 556 is important to me because (share why).
(Note: If true . .. ) I understand you have supported this bill in the past. I am grateful to you for
your support and I ask that you share your support for justice with your colleagues.
(Note: If applicable ... ) If you have any questions about this bill, or why thi~ bill is im~ortant
to your gay and lesbian constituents, I would be delighted if you would get m touc~ with me.
- My address and phone number are below. Please don't hesitate to call me at any time.
When this bill comes up for a vote in the latter part of this session, please vote in support of a
more just and equitable society for all Maine citizens.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Name
Address
Phone Number

DISCRIMINATION IN
EMPLOYMENT
Because of their sexual orientation:
46% reported some type of employment
discrimination (e.g. fired; not hired; denied raise, .promotion or benefits,.apprenticeship or membership in a labor organization; demoted; or lost clients)- in addition, 67% hive concealed their sexual orientation to avoid employment discrimination .
46% were-questioned about their sexual
orientation
36% were the victims of violence at work
19% were fired
15% were never hired
I 0% were denied promotions, raises or
benefits
HOUSING
28% reported discrimination in obtaining
housing (e.g., denied purchase or rental)
while 40% reported concealing thetr sex- ·
ual orientation to avoid such treatment
8% were refused for rental because they
were _gay
PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS
Because of their sexual orientation:
24% experienced discrimination in public
accommodations (e.g., denied room in a
hotel or service in a restaurant) while 46%
reported concealing their sexual orientation to avoid this.
7% were denied service in a_restaurant
5% were denied hotel accommodations
CREDIT
4% of the respondents experienced credit
discrimination (e.g., denial ofloans, credit,
or other) while 32% reported concealing
their sexual orientation to avoid discrimination
ACTS OF VIOLENCE AGAINST
GAY MEN AND LESBIANS
PHYSICAL VIOLENCE
Because of their sexual orientation:
54% experienced some kind of violence
(40% experienced it'in ME) while 79%
reported concealing their sexual orientation to avoid violence. 85% knew people
who were the victims of violence and 77%
anticipated harassment, intimidation or
violence in the future. The acts of violence
experienced by- the respondents included:
38% were chased or followed
26% had objects thrown at them
20% had property vandalized or set on fire
16% were punched, hit, kicked or beaten
11 % were spit at
9% were assaulted with an objector weapon
VERBAL ABUSE
Because of their sexual orientation:
84% of the respondents were called antigay/lesbian names
45% were threatened with physical violence

38% received verbal abuse from their
families
14% were called.names by the police
WHERE DID VIOLENCE AGAINST
GAYS OCCUR
The respondents reported harassment, intimid,ation, threats or assault because of
their sexual orientation:
37% in high school (20% in ME)
31 % in junior high
39% in the family unit
48% by police ( 15% reported physical
abuse)
RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
· Respondent population consisted of 54%
(176) males and 46% (147) females ranging in age from 18-71 with the mean age
being 31. They are widely distributed across
the state in 89 different towns. 84% are
employed and 93% voted in the last election.
RELIGIOUS UPBRINGING
45% Protestant (including 8% Baptist)
39% Catholic
3% Jewish
RESIDENCY
33%-Native
19% - 1-4 years
16% - 5-9 years
9% - I0-14 years
EDUCATION
30%.-8.A.
22% - Some college
17% - High school
ECONOMIC STATUS
60%-Eam under $15,000
32% - Earn under $ I 0,000
RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
OPENNESS WITH OTHERS REGARDING SEXUAL ORIENT ATION
81 % were unlikely to be open with acquaintances
68% were unlikely to be open with coworkers
56% were unlikely to be open with family .
members
42% were unlikely to be open with health
care workers
AGE WHEN FIRST AWARE OF
SEXUAL ORIENTATION
50%- by age 13
77%- by age 18
CONCLUSIONS
Gay men and lesbians in Maine are experiencing substantial discrimination in a wide
array of areas: the public sector (employment, housing, public accommodations and
credit), educational institutions and within
the family unit. The results of this survey
indicate that gay people are in immediate
and present danger as the targets of bigotry
based victimization.
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Down t_he Hall
I knew he was there
but not to understand
to think and to wonder
afraid
horrified of contact
aware enough to sense
yet empty
there
down the hall
not knowing who he was
or what he could be
would be

I

I·I
I

I

YoUl 're always so "self-assured"
Going about your life with purpose Precise, punctual, responsible,
HelJPing, giving, raising spirits But in my arms With my fingers in your hair
You melt into the strength ofmy shoulder
And I feel your knees begin to weaken.
That first hello kiss
Leaves you breathless Eye:s misty and looking far away
Che:eks warm and flushed.

The stars as they are deli~ately held in thrall
are persuasive through their effervescence
The crescent tempts with its proximity
and quenches through its revelry
and hurled through heaven's pasture - flies
a perfect star - now wed to death
as lonely as Orpheus to Hades sent
by ~ grievous heart once spumed by fate
So mysterious a loss, so precipitous a gain
perforating sky towards devouring horizon
and a sleep which is endless-overtaking the gods
lntransient sky, intractable emotion
and I have been taken through propitiate mean
by a smile which engages in a timely ascent
and a beauty fair Eurydice lived in a dream
In loveliness, gently irradescent - though silent
his precious white skin and brilliant blue eyes,
the talismans of impeccable desire - trembling
inspire a longing which the moonlight has left us
as its softly embraced us and endeared him to me

if we love

I touched him there
and felt a heartbeat
not mine
a cool breeze
which is oblivious
to the smoothness of the skin
of a rare being
a perfe~t alien
whose every contour
I have always known
in dreams
there
down the hall
wanting to feel
and sense his heat
his warmth

cut out
my tongue
amputate
your hands
no means
to hurt
no .words
no blows
silence

i was fine
.on this island
but glad to share
i though i loved
but hard to hold
at sword's point
my love
sheathe your weapon
soften your gaze
i will again
let down my guard ·
perhaps
our love will live

gillian gatto
in the soft
simple sadness
of understanding
making love
is easy but
words are war
with us

I loved him there
calmed by the light
and the moon
which breaks through the windows
to the sparce wooden floor
where I wiJI always be
imposJ ible to leave a place of birth
there
down the hall
wanting to hold on
and caress his soul
his life

"

I know we were there
a house near the water
the most obvious
physical reminder
all else is dead
except ~or the living

fire and ice
alternately alight
on the edge
of swords·
which originate
within your eyes
or are you
the eye
of this storm
i'm wandering in

Slowly I uncover you,
Gre,e ting each new glimpse of flesh With kisses - that tum to sharp nips You squeal and jump in tum.
Before you quite know how
You're spread across my bed Held firmly in place
·
At ;ankle and wrist.
No soft squeals and playfulness now
The purpose becomes serious
Y 01u know I want you All of you - body, mind, and soul.
Swiftly your eye~ dart to meet mine Searching for what you need to see Have I truly gone savage,
_
Or is there a comer for compassion.

.

Nine tails spread
To cover both your breasts
At once-You writhe, and arch, and begin to glow .
A soft smiles
Plays across your lips
As you begin to go - Flying _ To that place among the stars
That place where there is nothing
But the pain and the pleasure And suddenly the edge
Where it all becomes one.
You rocket on to climax,
Exploding into a galaxy of stars and lights,
Screaming your joy to the universe
And to me.
I ease up slowly Bring you back to earth, gently Settling you down like a feather.
Into my waiting arms.
Holding you close now.
Crooning softly into your ear.
Shaken to my very core
By the beauty of your gift.

C. Fraine
-1987-

I banged my head against the wall trying to
save you forgetting that you didn't want
to be saved.
I_ turned all the attention ori mine, forget-

being queer in washington county maine
is like falling into the north atlantic
ting
injanuary
.
you too were sick. It is that sickness
you may be an excellent swimmer
that
I can't save you from.
but the environment around you
I can.only hope that in time you will believe
is so cold the numbness
in the tools I've shown you and you will
almost instant the chances
use them
of survival slim
So for now I will close the door behind me
so
so
you
ever sof!ly. Hoping to open it later iindfloat
ing
wondering if you are dead or alive
you happy and healthy.
getting colder growing older
~emember the truth is what you feel and
floating fast
what can
sinking
be seen in their eyes. For feelings are
·at last
and eyes never lie.
to the bottom
Love,
L.
·
where you lie alone
waiting to be eaten up by
a passing barracuda who
looks suspiciously like your last lover
who abused you verbally but at least she wanted
your body
your straight friends smile sadly
say i told you so
convince themselves
that they are right
demuirely spreading legs for the next man
getting good at faking orgasm ·
learning not to puke on his penis
and smile when they swallow his semen
smile when you call me friend woman
and look at my hands
Globes like melons, cheeks
are they not strong and gentle
like - no metaphor in print
they will not enslave you with
can catch your ass 'live.
baby after baby
nor leave you bleeding
Robert Hall
on the abortionist's table
.,
.
look at my hands and learn
if you dare to know another woman
you will know yourself

Similie

being queer in washington county
is having many friends
a~d knowing no one
gillian gatto
I

You find me here,
· But compassion will not stay
The lash that comes down
Across your tender belly and thighs.

s.

que1ar in the county

James Melanson

why
do we hurt
ifwe love
why do
we hurt if
we love why
dowe
hurt

R

Thia Gift

a stained sun cooled by the Earth
an empty house full of pain and love
a quiet sea awash with ashes
a musty wooded floor
which the moon now avoids
there
down the hall
not knowing who we were
or what we could have been
would have been

Peter S. Karasopoulos
September/October 1987

I heard him there
and unable to speak
to talk back to his brilliance
a useless gesture
of genuine faith
the sounds of the ocean outside
a more appropriate reply
than words
there
down the hall
wanting to talk
and listen tp his words
_his sea

:1Z
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there
down the hall

I saw him there
yet I could only imagine
how far away
and immediately.close
darkened skin behind golden hair
from the sky above
the same view from the ground
there
- down the hall
wanting to look
and see his light
his sun

I
I
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New in_Paperback
Spring Reading
by Michael Bengela

THE BE;\UTIFUL ROOM IS
EMPTY by Edmund White (Ballantine:
New York, 1988. 199 pp. $4.95) is heralded
as "autobiographical" on the jacket, and
turns out to be the further adventures of the
namele~s protagonist White introduces in
apreviouswork.ABOY'SOWNSTORY.
The story .is a familiar one: Young boy
grows up in the oppressive fifties: boy
meets assorted characters and queens in a
middle-western college; boy explores hi s
sex uality in many clandestine situations in
the cities. Fortt,m ately, White is su~h a
good stylist that the material is elevated,
funny, at times. uplifting, and very readable. But it has its dreary moments of
cliche, and sounds often like a handbook of
"gay life'' for the uninitiated: A big time
silly queen dips his wrist below the young
protagonist's nose and says, " Born Slut.
Like it? .. .Shouldn ' t corrupt you too soon.
You know the expression, 'Today's trade
is tomorrow's competition?'"· A brief ex-

planation follows, the myth th<1t " nellies"
are not "straight" enough to be desirable to
a gay man . " But can 't two nellies go to beg
together?" the protagonist asks. " Miss
Thing," the queen " hi sses."" And do what?
Bump pussies?" The narrator s leeps with a
wotnan, finds he 's gay, visits men in bathrooms, visits New York. It appears to _
conform to a very specific, overworked
genre in the "gay" canon. But I hazard to
say this novel is among the ve ry best in that
genre. A revealing and eloquent portrait of
one gay man 's life.
THE MYSTERIES OF PITTSBUROH by Michael Chabon (Harper &
Row : New York, 1988). That thi s is a first
novel by a man in his early twenties is a
phenomenon in itself, for the book is good.
The story is basically about the summer Art
meets Phlox, and meets Arthur, and sleeps
with Phlox while pretending to ignore
Arthur, then oscillates between Phlox and
Arthur, then ends up with Arthur, then
Loses him. But in between, lots of "stuff'
happens: a good friend of Art, a shady type,
wants a job with Arthur's father - a gangster.-The book never quite gets around to
showing how, perhaps, a young bisexual
like Art is damaged by .a society which
refuses to recognize his particular sexual
proclivity. The pain is spiced up with a lot
of pranks~ and witty stuff, and hilarity.

Puzzle Solution!

MEN ON MEN 2: BEST NEW GAY
FICTION, edited by George Stambolian
(New American Library: New York, 1988.
371 pp. $9.95) This new volume of gay
male short fiction so outpaces its predecessor (MEN ON MEN) that the predecessor
is left choking in the dust. Nearly all the
stories here are either interesting, moving,
exciting, or all three. And there aren 't the
bombs which ruined volume one. MEN
ON MEN 2 is a great and pleasant surprise.
Here, Mr. Stambolian has chosen eighteen
writers not represented in the first book.
The effect is a more diverse offering, and a
move away from ghettoized fiction . Familiar names such as David Leavitt,Joseph
Pintauro, and heavyweight James Purdy
appear along with some obscure new writers. The subject matter varies wildly in a
book of such limitations as "gay" and
" male": A straight white man is raped in
prison by a "queen," rejected by gays as
well as straights, attends an oppressive
Gay P_ride march in the midst of the horror
of AIDS. The sister of a Jewish gay male
can ' tquite accept her brother's life choices.
Possibilities of a new kind of family arise
when a gay man's best.friend comes down
with cancer and wants to tum her child over
to the· man. These and other stories make
this volume a must-have. Can hardly wait
for the latest in what could and should be a
perpetual installment. ·
THE MOTION OF LIGHT IN
WATER: SEX AND SCIENCE FIC'IJON WRITil~G \N THE EAST VILLAGE, 1957-1965, by Samuet R. Delaney
(New American Library: New York, 1988,
300 pp. $8.95). This book is often fascinating. The life of a gay, black, science fiction
novelist in New York is not one you hear
every day. But the great bulk of this book is
boring. Mr. Delaney is a good writer, and
he is often full of insight and humor and
clear-sightedness. But he writes of every
minute detail, and most of these details are
boring. Maybe not for those familiar-with
his novels, but this shouldn't matter. A
memoir such as Tennessee Williams' is
good because it stands alone and presents,
briefly, an interesting life. The title of the
book in question should have been a tipoff: needlessly long and recondite. Like a
lot of science fiction . Episodic, likelife.
Dis-unified, like life. But unlike a good
book. There are interesting parts: his
"marria.g e" to poet Marilyn Hacker; sex ·
and more sex amid trucks and docks; his
personal breakdown. But as verbose as this
man is, there is a surprising lack of selfknowledge. And full of details.

Book Reviews
by Tom Hagerty

Going Out of Our Minds: The Metaphysics of Liberation by Sonia Johnson ; _he
Crossing Press, P.O. Box 207, Freedom,
CA 95019 ; $10.95
Sonia Johnson 's second book proves
her once again to be, as Mary Daley would
put it, an 'A-mazing Amazon" and a
"haggard Spinster." Johnson is on the.sharp,
sharp edge of radical feminist thinking and
any reader will appreciate the conviction
and purity of her ideas.
In Going Out of Our Minds. Johnson
writes dramatically about her experiences
fasting for women 's rights, running for
president, and realizing her lesbian potential.
She also' writes in a refreshing and
convincing way about "the challenge to
love women" -an undertaking that is high
treason in.a woman-hating society. Calling
upon the ideasofSusanB. Anthony, Frederick Douglas, Marilyn Frye, and others,
Johnson theorizes about oppression and
her lover's kind of New Age approach to it:
"Consistently having hope keeps far more
pressure on the system (of oppression) than
acts of civil disobedience. Patriarchy cannot survive prolonger hope. There is enough
hope ... to dismantle it. A small group of
men created the atom bomb. A small group
of women, guided by hope, can uncreate
it."
I have heard at least one feminist criticize Johnson's thoughts as those of someone burned out and frustrated with civil
activism, b_ut her writing is basic and important in many ways. As a very male gay
male, I benefi tted incredi bl y from her ideas
on the· harmfulness of systems that have a .
winner/loser, victor/victim set-up, especially when they correspond to the male/
female structure of our world.
Although many of her thoughts may
just be old wine in new bottles, Johnson 's
style and compassion is extremely accessible. For Johnson, to go out of your mind
is to escape from ancient dogma and tradition that limit and hurt us all , (with special
malice toward women) . Any queer will
recognize thi s process, and every queer
should consider reading Going Out of
Our Minds.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING .
' Voluntary- At,onymous - Low Cost
The AIDS ProJed, offers trained counselors to answer your questions
· · and address your. concem.s about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). To schedule a counseling session call:
T14-68TT daily between 9-12; 1-1 Monday & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1 . Note: Counseling & testing is by appointme:nt only. ·

·s

And the winners are ...
Sara Jane Elliot and Rita Clifford of
Harrison, Maine.

AIDS-Line 1-800-851-AIDS"
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Eau de Gunsmoke
by Sydonie Fagan
with molasses or without molasses.) Cake
was half the size of the combatants, half
their age, and infinitely cuter with her light
brown hair roughly cropped above her ears,
and a bubble of pink flesh swelling out of
a worn spot in the seat of her tight, faded
pants-but in spite of these.manifest handicaps she approached the pair of cursing,
struggling men with no outward sign of
trepidation. When the two men separated
briefly to improve their fighting stances,
she stepped between them and deftly shoved
the smaller, bloodier_man backwards, out
of the way. But as she turned to face the
other man he lifted her into the air like a
sack of sugar and tossed her across the
room. The man's rage was now fixed on
the sheriff. He drew a knife from his boot
and cha~ged toward her.
Cake fell dazed and hurt against the
base of the bar. Her legs were sprawled in
front of her and one of her tits - bare and
loose beneath her shirt - had been pricked
slightly by the pin of her badge. Her ass
stung; the reinforcement of back pockets
with copper rivets- much bragged about in
Levi advertisements - had seemed like a
good idea to Cake until now. Her hat - a
wide-brimmed, sweat-stained "Boss of the
Plains" stetson - was jammed down over
her eyes and ears. She pulled her head out
of the hat - not without an embarrassing
cork-pulling noise - just in time to see the
hombre who had roughed her up dive at her

It wasn't noon yet but. everyone at the
sallon was already drunk, even the bannen
and the bouncers, so Sheriff Cake Margolin knew she'd have to break up the fight by
herself. The saloon was "The Golden Palace" or "The Golden Phallus" - something
like that. No one was sure about the name
on the sign because few people on the
frontier could read, let alone spell, including sign-painters. The inept artwork over
the saloon door ~ perhaps meant to represent palatial tower standing on the shoulders of two gold coins - only added to the
confusion.
A pack of dogs barked hysterically at an
· arriving stagecoach as Cake strode resolutely across the wide dustry street between her office and the saloon. She didn't
try to avoid stepping in horseshit - there
was too much of it. And she understood
· that if ever she did try to pick her way
through the horseshit - tiptoeing, zigzagging, sidestepping, hopping-people watching her might ask themselves the fatal
qustion that could undennine her authority: "Say- how did a gal get to be Sheriff?"
So she alway stomped through the shit and
rolled her own cigarettes, and never smiled
or said " Hi " cheerfully.
Inside the saloo.n twqi men fought and
two dozen others stooctaround watching.
(The advice and insults shouted by the
onlookers suggested the argument was
about whether beans tasted better baked
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with !bright steel glinting in his fist. There
was :absolutely nothing she could do to
save herself, except smoothly· draw both
guns from the leather holsters strapped to
her thighs and empty them point blank into
the man 's chest, then quickly roll sideways
along the brass footrail , praying she didn't
encounter a cuspidor. The attacking man
fell dead where Cake had lain, the point of
his bllade splitting a wide pine floorboard
half the length of the room.
Cake jumped to h~c feet and swiftly
reloaded her smoking irons before jamming them back into the holsters. When
she bent over to pick up her hat, her shirt
slid toward her shou lders, revealing for a
moment the little bumps on her spine and
the flat, hard downy small Qf her back. She
straightened up quickly to see if anyone
had been watching. No - all the men were
looking at the corpse. Cake recognized the
dead man - Bart Cox , a local rancher. The
man he'd been beating was Carl Timm ,
another rancher, unconscious now but alive,
sporting bloody bare km1ckle cuts above
his eyes. When Cake swung her hat onto
her head, her breasts bumped together
beneath her shirt, softly, like two small
boats moored side by side for the night
swinging together in the ripples of the
water- reminding Cake of the tiny wound
from the bade pin which, though not terribly painful, vexed her mightily. Pretending to readjust the tin star on her shirtfront,
she surreptitiously.cupped the offended tit
in her hand and gave it a reassuring squeeze.
(Her consolation for sustaining this pinprick on her chest was that the brute responsible for it had received in return several large holes in his.)
Luckily it wasn ' t hard to find the doctor
- ·he 'd been right there in the saloon all
morning, drinking and watching the fight.
He rolled the dead man over and opened
his shirt to examine the wounds. Doc and
the other men sobered upa'little when they
saw that Bart Cox had been wearing a
corset; not a plaip, functional , colorless
corset such as a man with a bad back might
wear, but a fancy , expensive pink and
black model of French sateen, tightly laced
and heavily boned, with a baby ribbon
trimming top and bottom. When Doc turned
to the surviving fighter, Carl Timm, and
loosened his shirt to allow him to breathe
mor,e easily- the only first aid he knew - it
was discovered that Timm had on one of
those new, light, padded female undergarments called "bust-improvers." Some of

the men in the saloon looked slyly at the
sheriff; others deliberately avoided looking at her; a few glanced down at their
shirtfronts to make sure they were completely buttoned.
Cake looked at the men and wondered;
whenever she looked at men, she wondered. Western men had always been vain
about their hats, boots, and sideburns.
Evidently that powerful vanity now affectyd other decisions men made about
their appearance. Cake wondered if someday she would find herself leading a posse
of grim. perfumed deputies wearing
ball gowns, costume jewelry and fake beauty
marks. She noticed a bald man alone and
busy in the corner of the saloon where the
framed daguerreotypes of prizefighters,
half-naked and posed heroically. hung. The
bald man was trying. apparentl y. to stand
on his head on the table. Cake looked more
closely and realized that actually he was
attempting to trace an exact outline of his
baldness on a piece of paper. Such an
outline, Cake recalled , along with a cutting
of hair and five and a half dollars. could
procure by mail a custom-fitted toupee toppiece from the Sears. Roebuck supply house
in Chicago.
Cake went outdoors to escape the excitement of gunshots and death. She craved
a few minutes alone in some cool quiet
place but it was another hot. bright. loud
day in town . Bootheels and spurts rang on
the wooden sidewalks, wagons rattled by.
drivers cursed at their teams, four men
rehearsed a song in front of the barbershop.
the blacksmith hammered on a sheet of
metal, the undertaker cheerfully shouted.
"Howdy. Sheriff' on his :away to the saloon.
and out at the quarry they were blasting.
Cake wondered: Is Man 's basic instinct to
survive, or is it to make as much noise as
possible?
Near the saloon hitchrail two women ,
all hoops and bonnets and attitudes of alarm.
put an arm around Cake in ,;:ase the sheriff
feltfaint. " Are you okay. Sheriff dear?" she
whispered. Cake 's shirttail was still untucked so Mrs. Dale's hand came to rest on
the smooth loose skin above Cake's belt.
Mrs. Dale's fingers discovered a trio of
tiny raised moles on Cake's waist and
suddenly Mrs. Dale herselflooked faint, as
if she'd just guessed the meaning of an
indecent secret message written in Braille.
The other woman, Miss Snow, the young
schoolteacher, whispered, "We heard all
about it. You were so brave." Miss Snow

continued on page 15
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beck like a bird drying its feathers after a
bath. While bent forward she blew on the
rough hair between her legs, rubbed the
ringed creases on her thighs made by her
holster thongs, and shook her ass to relieve
the persistent sting of the hard landing on
the saloon floor. A terrific noise like handfuls of bullets exploding in a bonfire commenced overhead and caused Cake to roll
her eyes wearily; the workmen reshingling
the roof of the building were back from
lunch. Before dressing again to go out, she
wiped her body with a cloth dipped into a
pitcher of cold water, put a drop of kerosene on the pin-scratch of her tit, rolled a
cigarette and had a few puffs while pissing
in the china pot from under the bed, and
finally splashed the cheap eau de Cologne
on her anns and neck to keep the flies and
mosquitos off her while she rode out to the
Bart Cox ranch to give his widow the bad
news.
The ride from town to anywhere was a
long ride, across a vast, dusty, dispiriting
plain that was a rock garden without the
garden. a vacation P<\radise for snakes and
lizards. Cake had admired Bart Cox' ranch
from a distance but had never set foot on it
before. It was on low land watered by a
year 'round stream. There was a sturdy
corral, well-built sheds, a clapboarded
bunkhouse, a cook shack and even a blacksmith shop. Cox' dogs followed behind
Cake, their heads back, barking. It was a
plumb fine spread, thought Cake, but where
was the house? There were no hands around
to ask; they were all off on the range
punching cows and fixing fences, probably
stopping work about now for some midday
vittles and~ if luc~y .ern;,ugh to be n ~r a
waterhole, perhaps enjoying a skinny dip,
a little sunbathing and posing, and maybe
even some rough, frontier-style love-play.
' (The cowboys Cake knew personally were
pretty tight-lipped about just what went on
out there in the sagebrush.) They claimed,
in rough voices with much spitting and
beard-scratching, that they spent their free
moments shooting the heads off rattlers
and stringing up rustlers. When asked about
the shrieking laughter sometimes carried
to town by the wind they answered, after a
long angry pause, "That ain't laughter,
Sheriff - that's yo~eling-practice. Honest." Cake dismounted, tethered Jose, her ·
pony, and ducked inte the cook shack to
ask the cook the location of the Cox house.
She found herself in a log room with a dirt

hugged Cake around the shoulders and
tried to give her a comforting, sisterly kiss
on the cheekbone. But Cake's head turned
and the kiss fell on her ear instead. Miss
Snow's damp lips scraped across the finn
ridges and soft e~ge of Cake's ear while the
soft, furry, flesh-drop of Cake's earlobe
rubbed Miss Snow's chin. (A wann exhalation of Miss Snow's own breath rebounded off the e'ar back onto her lips,
wanning, perhaps even burning them.) Miss
Snow's eyes went swimmy and her little
beaded purse fell from her numb fingers.
Mrs. Dale had to release the sheriff to give
support instead to Miss snow, and Cake
was able to n,ake a dignified escape from
the well-meaning but strangely-overwrought woman.
Cake went home to freshen up. She
lived alone in a single small room above
the newspaper office. The room was furnished with a bed, a dresser, a lamp and a
trunk. She sat on the trunk while taking off
her boots. socks, hats, bandana and gunbelt. then stood up and peeled off her levis
and the 3-button cotton pullover shirt. She _
didn't have underwear on. She couldn't
afford iton lawmen's pay, nor did she want
any. Her parents had cured her long ago of
the urge to use underwear by forcing her as
a girl to wear fashionably frilly underthings, little plumed hats, leg-o ' -mutton
sleeves. bustles, high-button shoes. It was
ironic that they had done so considering
that Cake' s mother had been the first female CPA 'in the U.S . and wore trousers
and a derby to work while Mr. Margolin
had been a popular female impersonator in
New York theatrical revues whose "lily
langtry" was considered by many critics to
be prettier. sexier, and more physically
desirable than the original. But Mr. and
Mrs. Margolin had insisted that Cake herself dress "properly" - and it was that
demand that had given Cake the inclination
to go west. pin on a badge and sling lead for
a living.
Cake paused to enjoy the freedom, the
relief of nudity. She raised her hands over
her head and blew on the short fine hair
under eacfi ann - as wet as if she 'd been
swimming. She lifted her breasts on the
backs of her fingers to cool the creases of
skin underneath and at the same time threw
back her head to cool her throat. With her
head back and her eyes closed, she combed
her fingers rapidly through the short hair of
her scalp, then dropped her head onto her
chest and ruffled the hair on the nape of her
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floor and only one window, and it was hot
as a sauna inside. When her eyes became
used to the dark Cake realized this sorry
little building - the worse on the ranch was the Cox home and that the ranch's
cook was Mrs. Cox herself. Cox' wife- his
fourth - had on a long, short-sleeve dress
and an apron, and her hair'was tied up with
a piece of muslin rag. Pots boiled on the
. cookstove and dough was rising fast in a
tub. Naked babies played under the table.
Through another doorway Cake could see
a second tiny room with a bed. Evidently,
thought Cake, Bart Cox hadn't believed in
personal luxury. The only bit of comfort in
the shack was crammed into a comer: a soft
chair with a pipe Iying on the ann. Cake got
to the point. "Sorry, Mrs. Cox. Your husband's dead. Shot in a fight at the saloon."
Mrs. Cox, pale, thin, prematurely worn
out, glanced at the soft chair where her
husband sat and smoked between supper
and bedtime. "Who plugged him?" she
asked.
"I did." Cake answered. "I had to."
Mrs. Cox picked up the pipe lying on
her husband ' s chair and dropped it into the
fire in the cookstove. "Would you care to
stay to supper, Sheriff? We have extra
tonight, praise the lord."
Cake declined the invitation. On her
way back town she passed wagonloads of
ore pulled by teams of mules, the drivers
bawling loudly at the animals whether or
not it was necessary. The machinery at the
mines could' be heard from miles away.
Cake decided to ride a little out of her way
to tell Mrs. Timm that her husband had
been hurt in the saloon brawl and would not
beJ _10me tonight. _ _
The Timm ranch was noticeably different from the Cox spread - all the outbuildings were jerry-built, weatherbeaten and
collapsing while the house was solid and
neat as anything on a city street, with shutters, a porch, a few green smudges of
vegetation, even a flower or two. Mrs.
Timm was a tall redhead with striking
gray-blue eyes that might have twinkled
merrily or even danced in her head except
that Mrs. Timm, a well-read, intelligent
woman, understood how tiresome that was.
She rolled her beautiful eyes at the news
about her husband and spoke in a low, ·
confidential voice over the porch rail to
Cake.
"I tell him not to go to town so much but
he isn't happy unless he's spending time
with 'the boys.' What do those guys see in
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each other, anyway? (They drink beer, and
spit, and drink more beer, and have to go
out back to pee about every five minutes.)
All they talk about really is horses and how ·
a certain uppity horse gave them trouble
but in the end they showed it who's boss.
Perhaps this doesn't bore them, as impos- .
sible as that seems. They're always looking for some excuse to get together - for
hunting, fishing, posses, lynchings, poker,
politics .. .! hope he's learned a lesson this
time. To tell you the truth, he's quite a sissy
when it comes to pain. He isn't going to
enjoy getting those cuts stitched up."
Mrs. Timm showed strong white teeth
when she smiled. When she stopped smiling the teeth still showed; her upper lip
with its faint thin mustache of fine dark
hairs, was not quite long enough to cover
them completely. She was a middle-aged
woman but still in fine shape thanks to the
good fortune of being barren. In spite of the
heat she appeared cool and relaxed in a
frilled, gathered-behind skirt and a shirt
with a high collar, tucked waist and puffed
sleeves. She looked sympathetically at her
sweaty, tired, dust-covered visitor.
"Come into the house, Sheriff," she
ordered. "You ' re' all hot and tired and I
can't let you ride back to town without first
giving you some lemonade."
In the kitchen Cake took off her hat and
blinked red-eyed in the changed light. A
. • raccoon-mask of trail dust had fonned on
her face between the brim of her stetson
and the bandana she wore over her nose
and·mouth while riding. Mrs. Timm took
the hat and said, "Let me get some of that
dust off your face. It could get in your eyes
when you wash up." She took a hanky from
her sleeve and faced Cake, one hand on
Cake's shoulder to steady herself for the
job. Mrs. Timm lightly brushed the dust
from Cake's cheekbones. "Sometimes I
suspect that Carl just comes home for food
and, pardon my mentioning it, sex. But if
these men are so fond of each other, why
don't they just learn to cook and to love
each other that little bit extra and so save
themselves the nuisance of traveling back
and forth , back and forth; between home
and the·salcon?"
Mrs. Timm put both hands on Cake's
shoulders and stood on -her loes to be tall
enough to blow off, gently, the grit stuck to
Cake's long lashes. During thisvoper~tion
the tips of Mrs. Timm' s breasts and the tips
of Cake's breasts came into contact, giving
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Robert Mapplethorpe
November 4, 1946-March 9, 1989
Robert Mapplethorpe photographed in
his studio. He took pictures of himself, his
frie nds. flowers, celebrities. He took pictures of himself in drag, as a terrorist, with
a whip up his ass, straightforwardly, and
later. straightforwardly as a man with AIDS.
He took pictures of his frie nds, hi;i friends
nude, hi s black friends. his black and white
frie nds together, his fri ends having male
homosexual sex, sometimes involvi ng
leather, S&M bondage, piss. He took pictures of his male frie nds hugg ing. He made
spectacularly beautifu l portraits of flowers
and celebrities, and made something far
deeper come out in them .
The following are from an article on
Mapplethorpe from Art News (December
1988) by Susan Weiley.

"I don 't like th~t.particularworci, ' shocking. ' I'm looking for the unexpected. I' m
looking for things l 've never seen before.
But I have trouble ~ith the word 'shocking ' because I'm not really shocked by
anything ...! was in a position to take those
pictures. I felt an obligation to do them . I
knew those people, they were willing to
pose for me, and it was something that
hadn't really been captured before by a
photographer of imy merit...It's not sexy
taking pictures of sex. I wasn ' t doing it for
that. .. ! did them for myself - because I
wanted to do them. I wanted to see them. I
wasn't trying to educate anyone .. .! was
experimenting with my own sensibilities. I
was finding out about myself.

continued from page 15
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both women a terrific unexpected shock
that v irtually par°alyzed them. Mrs. Timm
swayed and.fell stiffly against the sheriff,
her open eyes stafing numbly" at Cake 's
closed eyes, her rounded lips pressed against
Cake's slightly parted lips, then mo.ved no
,more. Cake, too, couldn ' t move. Nothing
· moved. The kitchen clock stopped.
Mrs. Timm ' s tongue was the first thing
to recover. It awoke surprised and delighted
to fi_nd itself in cqmmand of the situation
and subject to no will but its own. Its first
impulse was to look for a friend. With blind
childish curiosity i.~ groped its way out of
the soft cave of Mrs. Timm 's mouth and
felt the new lips just outside, felt them from
comer to comer, top and bottom to make
sure: lips. Mrs. Timm's tongue formed
itself into a point and slipped between the
lips - which became damper, sleeker in-side - until it encountered the hard, impenetrable barrierofteeth. Behind the teeth
something moved. Miraculously the teeth
lifted slightly,justenough for Mrs. Timm 's
tongue to slide through and find - happiness! - another tongue! (In no time at all
the two tongues were old friends leaping
fences of small white teeth to visit back and
forth, ba.ck and forth , in each other' s
mouths.)
-·
In the late afternoon, with the curtains
pulled together, Mrs. Timm '. s cool, quiet
bedroom was full of shadows. She was
supine on the bed, wearing only gray cotton stockings secured just above the knees
with blue garters. Cake was beside her,
nude, prone, sock less; Cake's socks had
been as baggy and misshapen as a little

-1&·

Mapplethorpe has said he prefers to
photograph those he also enjoys talking to
and would rather go to dinner with someone than make their portrait. This is an
expression of his strong belief, frequently
restated, that life is about mor~ than just
making art. He points out that Nadar was a

boy's and she'd lost them just by walking
across the room. Before Cake had dozed
off, Mrs. Timm had ,whispered, "Months
ago, when I first heard your name, long
before I first saw you, I thought to myself
'Cake Margolin ... Cake Margolin -sounds
like a sweet, naughty dessert,' and I was
right." Just before Mrs. Timm dozed off
she glanced down at herself and Cake and
thought: very Toulose-Lautrec. He was the
artist she admired most, not just because of
his wonderful posters and paintings but
because - judging from what was written
about him in art books - he was a petite
hombre who drew horses instead of overpowering them.
The door of the room opened and so did
Mrs. Timm 's eyes. Her husband stood in
the doorway, his face hidden by the brim of
his hat. He rushed at the bed and ran straight
into one of the tall solid wooden posts atthe
foot. His hat fell off and his wife saw his
face. His cheeks and forehead were covered with bandages and his eyes were swollen shut. He was sightless. This calamity with the bedpost was more than he
could bear on top of his misfortune at the
saloon and his misery at the doctor' s. He
lost his head. He thrashed blindly about the
room, cursing, weeping, swinging his arms,
beating himself and the walls with his fists,
kicking and stamping his feet. Meanwhile
Cake, nimble and naked, invisible to the
cuckold, ran circles around him the room,
picking out her clothes from among her
lover's on the floor, ducking and leaping
silently to avoid the blind man's thrashing
limbs. Mrs. Timm watched from the bed,
paralyzed again, her astonishment gradually yielding to amused interest in Cake's

briilliant portraitist in part because he earned
the respect of the.most interesting people
of his day. His subjects "saw him as an
equal - they' re not just posing for a picture.
They see him as something special, not just
another photographer. Nadar was a brilliant man in areas beside photography. He

attempts to round up her duds.
Mrs. Timm jumped off the bed and
grabbed her husband by the arm, soothing
him with her touch and voice. He happened
to be standing on Cake 's shirt and pants.
Mr. Timm allowed himself to be led to the
bed. As he fell back on the mattress, instantly unconscious, his shirt fell open.
"My bust-improver! " Mrs. Timm exclaimed aloud. " I looked everywhere for it
this morning. " Mrs. Timm thought hard
about the significance of her husband secretly wearing her lingerie and after a few
moments reached a conclusion: " It 's evolution ," she decided. "and not a moment
too soon. "
Mrs.Timm picked up Cake ' s shirt and
pants from the floor and looked around for
their owner. She tiptoed to a screen in the
earner and peeked behind it. There was her
, new friend, poised and damp, wearing her
hat and socks, holding her boots and gun. belt in her arms, facing the other way,
waiting, listening, tense. Mrs. Timm decided to say boo with a gentle pinch. She
ran the tip of her finger from the small of
Cake's back down along the humid valley
between two hour-old kisses, but before
she could apply the pinch Cake spun around.
Mirs. Timm mimicked her startled expression and whispered, "Why Sheriff- I didn't
recognize you without your badge."
Cake looked hurt; her characteristic
expression of grim determination which
had recently rubbed off somehow, returned.
Mrs. Timm instantly regretted her joke.
Quickly she changed her own expression
to one of remorse, affection, respect, loyalty and sexual longing, all the emotions
compressed into a single ineffable look,

could hold a co11versation with anyone. An
awful lot of phetographer-s am just photographers. They take good pictures. but
they're voyeurs in life ."
Photograph at his 1988 retrospective at
the Whitney Museum by John Kramer.

like all the books of the fucking bible
inscribed on the head of a pin. Cake. dazzled
by Mrs. Timm's performance. smiled for
the first time in two years .
Cake and Mrs. Timm quietly sel down
the clothing they held and embraced. Each
woinan put her hands open and flat on the
bare back of the othe~ and pulled close. As
they kissed for the last time Cake slowly
slid her hands up Mrs. Timm's back, over
her neck, into the thick hair behind her head
so she could press the older woman's lips
harder against her own ." The irrepressible
Timm It herown hands ski slowly, smoothly
down the young woman's back, over her
hips, onto the plump bare bottom. and
applied the little pinch, deferred from a
minute ago, on a curve of flesh near that
ubiquitous disgraceful corporeal buttonhole, the one that's so hidden, so useful, so
adorable really, and so unjusty execrated.
(If you enjoyed this story you might
also enjoy the others in the Cake Margolin
series. In EAU DEFLYINGCOFFINCake
finds herself air.borne with the Lafayette
Escadrille in World War One, blasting smug
deadly flying Hunsoutoftheskies. In EAU
DE BATHTUB GIN it 's Prohibition and
Cake is the bootlegger supplying "Ruby's"
...: Chicago' s unique Women-Only speakeasy - and rubbing out the brutal wisecracking gunsels who think they can muscle
in on her territory with impunity. In EAU
DE SA TIN DOLL Cake hoboes out to the
West Coast during the Depression and starts
a little Private Detective agency that specializes in helping tall sexy damages get
even with the double-crossing heels they
had once foolishly loved.)
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G WM, thirtysomething. Tall, dark hair,
bearded hairy. Has opening four soul mate.
Qualified GWM' s must possess dark hair,
beard, hairy. Living in the Greater Portland are. Into starlight, passion, rapture.
moon shadows, lust. Secure with their
sexuality. Write PO Box 681 , Freeport, ME
04032.
Attractive GWF, age 40, non-smoker,
chemical-free seeks same in GF companion aged 30-45. I enjoy nature, intelligent
conversation and good food, have many
interests. Lewiston/Auburn, Brunswick or
Augusta areas. Please include phone number. Please respond to Adverti ser #69, c/o
Our Paper. PO Box 10744, Portland ME
04104.
Bangor GWM, 42. 5'11", 140 lbs.
Healthy. intelligent, honest, sincere and
discreet. Looking for a mature 25-45-yearold level-headed individual for friendship
and/or relationship. I enjoy music, theater,
gardening, physical fitness. good conversation. quiet evenings at home. No smokers. drugs or fems. Please write to Advertiser #70, c/o Our Paper. PO Box 10744,
Portland ME 04104. -

GWF,5 '3". 28 seeks intelligent woman,
25-40, of many interests for physical friendship. I'm not looking forocmmitment. My
interests are many so I'm sure we 'II share
something. Respond to Advertiser #77, c/
o Our Paper, PO Box 107 44. Portland. ME
04104.
(iF couple of Southern Maine ages 32
and 51 seek other drug-free GF couples for
cards. camping. dinners. beaches. get-togethers and companionship. Write to Advertiser #7 8, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.

GF. head on shoulders, feet on ground,
in tune with life. healthy , attracti ve, intelligent, real. Seeks femme gal , 35-45 for that
elusive love that binds two for life. Is this
the spring of my life and perhaps yours
too? Be positive! 50 mile radius of Portland. Please respond to Advertiser #79, c/
o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland ME
04104.
Advertiser #79: Please contact Uur
Paper at P.O. Box #10744 Portland,
Maine 04104.

GBF, 36, bicoastal, new to area. Interested in making new acquaintances with
discreet area lesbians. I enjoy music, puppies, good books, travel, room service.
Looking forward to hearing from some of
the sisterhood. All replies will be answered.
Please send letters to Advertiser #82, c/o
OurPaper, POB 10744,Portland ME04104.

GAY CARDS by Affirmative Arts now
visible in Portland's Old Port at BOOKS,
ETC., Exchange Street. Also at Raffles,
Congress Street; Paperworks - Brunswick;
Gulf of Maine - Brunswick; New Leaf Rockland. For further information please
contact Affirmative Arts, P.O. Box 766
DTS, Portland, Maine 04112.

NEW TO SCENE: BI/WM, 24, 6'1'',
190 lbs. Good looks and build. Masculine
100%. Straight-acting and looking. Looking for new friends, for fun times. Not
overly experienced, not really into gay
scene. 100% safe, many interests: movies,
outdoors, music , good conversation and
wild times. Good-looking WMs ages 1828, please write, will answer all. Respond
to Advertiser#84, c/o Our Paper, PO Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.

NEW DAWN ADVENTURES, INC.
Think SUNSHINE year-round!!! Come to
our Caribbean Retreat, or send for a flyerof
offered workshops and outdoors trips for
women. PO Box 1512, Vieques, Puerto
Rico 00765 Tel. (508) 283-8717.

Hairy Men! National adlists for bears
and smooth or hair trappers! If you love
fur, this is the list! Information? Send
$3.00 to: MAN-HAIR, 59 West. 10th St.,
NY, NY 10011.

GWM couple would like to meet. gay
friends in mid-coast Maine for suppers,
music. pool. ski, etc. Also have large old
farmhouse to share near laundry and ocean.
Low rent. Please respond to Advertiser
#;71 . c/o Our Paper. PO Box 10744, Portland. ME 04104.

GWE. 39.Healtb professional. Attractive. trim, easygoing. Enjoys work, sports,
garden. movies. books. children. Seeks
similar GWF to share same. Non-smoker,
light drinker. Please respond to Advertiser
#80, c/o Our Paper, POB 10744,Portland
ME04104.

PRIME TIMERS, an organization for
older gay males. Monthly meetings, at
Lindemann Health ·center, 25 Staniford
St., Boston. Refreshments, socializing.
Visitors welcome. For further information, write D. Bourbeau, 604 Tremont St.,
Boston, MA 02118-1605.

GWM, 30, 5'8", 145 lbs., masculine.
attractive, creative, honest and sensitive,
seeks GM for iongterm monogamous relationship. Presently NJ resident, future plans
to relocate to Waldo County/Belfast area.
Sincere replies only. Please respond to
Adverti ser #73 , c/o Our Paper, PO Box
10744, Portland ME 04104.

GF. non-smoking, sober, professional
seeks same to share lovely new home in
Old Orchard. Write Advertiser #83, c/o
Our Paper. POB 107~. Portland ME04104.

HOUSEMATE WANTED: Mid 30s
GWM seeks responsible, non-smoker to
share 2 bedroom mobile home near
Bangor. Quiet lot, non-drug user, please.
$195/month plus I /2 utilities. Security
depost. Write Advertiser #85, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box #10744 Portland,
Maine 04104.

GWF age 30 seeks drug-free GF age
25-35 for companionship. I enjoy walking
on the beach, good conversation, many
other interests. Portland and south. Please
include phone number. Write to Advertiser
#74, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland ME 04104.

GF 36, professional, quiet, vegetarian.
Looking for friends who are spiritual (not
snobby about it), chemically free, creative,
femini sts, nonjudgmental, health-minded,
love women's music, outdoors, exploring,
animals, quiet times for nurturting supportive friendships. Please respond to Advertiser #75, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.
Bangor G.W M. Professional businessman, healthy, intelligent, honest, sincere
and discrete. Looking for mature 25-40
year old for friendship and/or relationship.
I enjoy music, theater, gardening, physical
fitness, quiet times, good conversation.
Please write to Adertiser #76, c/o Our
Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland, ME04104.

My Ideal
You are an outdoorsman. Like to camp
out. build fires, swim naked, make love,
sleep close. You are younger (24-39), loving, needing older. You are virile, Greek
active only. You are experienced, like lots
of it, are good at it, can't get enough of it.
You dream of being two men together in a
love that is a household and a best friendship. You are a non-smoker (dope is o.k.)
and you are real, not a phony. No games.
No mindfucks. You know who you are,
what you want, who you need, what you
have to give and what you want back.
Maybe you are a loner or shy, but you are
intense in your feelings and lusty in your
desires. You need it all the time. Need to
lead. To be-on top. Need to be inside. Need
a man to yield to you.
I am .all man. Tall. Goodlooking. Hairy.
Healthy. Fit. Free. Experienced in love. I
am your other half. I am free and willing to
relocate, to come to you.
If you really have the courage to go for
it, to stand up and say I want it and if you
truly know you have to give someone in
return, well, take a hsot. Write at length.
Send a photo. I am real. I am lusty. I am
needing and searching for you too!
Please respond to Advertiser #81 , c/o
Our Paper, POB 10744, Portland ME 04104.

GM 30's Looking for Roommates.
Your place or look together. Live quiet
lifestyle - but not a couch potato! Dependable, honest, considerate: 1/2 hour or less
from Portland. May-June: P.O. Box 8021 ,
Portland, ME 04104.

Share Pownal farmhouse convenient
to Portland or Brunswick. 2 women seeking 2 mature, d~g-free women with femi nist orientation who enjoy homesharing.
Rent $212 + utilities. Call Candice or Kris
at 688-2218.

Houseboy needs home: Handsome,
charming, talented. Willie cat is the purrrrfect home companion. No claws, no balls,
but will fetch. My master loves me, but can
only love me from a distance (allergies). If
you can give me a loving home, call the
bitch that can't keep me anymore, Jim.
774-p964. Leave message.

STEP BACK IN TIME! Plums B&B
for women only, antiques, charm, private
baths, full breakfast, parking, for brochure:
160 Bradford St., Provincetow, MA 02657I
(508) 487-2283. Apartments also available.

Free Astrological Chart & Horoscope:
Bux One, Get One Free!
Send names, dates, times, and places of
birth w/$10.00 to:
Z.Q. 1465 Westbrook St., Portland, ME
04102
Free Handwriting Analysis: Buy One,
Get One Free!
Send two brief samples of handwriting wj
$10.00 to:
Z.Q. 1465 Westbrook St., Portland, ME
04102

The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ sign for each additional word.
For personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ad~ to Our Paper,
PO Box. 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually explicit language in your personals. Responses to
personals will not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forward_ed to you twice monthly.

e,r,~v~~.
Six times a year, BEAR brings you what no
other male erotic magazine offers. Real men,
hairy men, bearded men. Hot photos, onehanded JO fiction, man-to- man classifieds.
And check out our line of video solos
featuring manimals! LIVE BEAR! and our
BEAR SHOTS series have made it to D rummer's Top Ten List!
BEAR is the real stuff. Mature masculinity
... "!!t!!ou! !!t! !!"~.PS1&5.:.. _
_ ____ _
OYeah. °Sign me up Tor 6 ISSU8S. Enc:Toseais $26.
Olet me sample BEAR first. Here's my 6 bucks.
OSend Uve BEAR!. Enclosed is $49.95 + $3.50/s&h
MCNISA OK. NR:·- - ~ - - - ~ - Exp. Date: _ _ _Sign:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

State___ ZIP_ __
I am over 18_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BEAR

2215R Market #148, SF, CA 94114
/
: I
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Wednesday, May 3
Community Responsibility, Sexual
Assault 1989: A Public Series on Sexual
Assault co-sponsored by the Rape Crisis
Center and The USM Women 's Forum
presents a lecture/demonstration covering
Personal Safety Self Defense & Sexual
Assault Awareness by Lauretta Gregoire,
Black Belt in Karate. Free and open to the
public,the lecture will be held at the USM
Portland Campus, Student Center Rooms
B&C, on Wednesday May 3 from 7-9 p.m.

Saturday, May 6

l

I·
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Composer, Musician, Performer Paul
Cornell Plans Annual Spring Concert
and Benefit at St. Luke's Cathedral
Maine-based composer, musician and
artist Paul Cornell will present his annual
Spring concert to benefit Project FEED
on Saturday, .May 6 (8 p.m.). The concert
will take place in the splendor of St. Luke 's
Cathedral , 143 State St. in Portland. Tickets
cost $8 and are available at the Record
Exchange in the O_Id Port and at the door.
The proceeds from this concert will go to
the locally-based Project FEED organization in order to help it meet increased
seasonal demands on its donated-food service. Audience members are also encouraged to bring non-perishable foods to be
collected at the door for Project FEED.
For further information and to make reservations, call St. Luke's Cathedral at 7725434.

Sunday, May 7
New Words, A Women's Bookstore
presents
Robin Becker and Nora Mitchell, Sunday May 7, 3-5 pm.
Join Nora in celebrating her new book,
Your Skin is A Count,y, and welcome
award-winning long-time favorite Robin
Becker for an afternoon of poetry.
All events are held at New Words
Bookstore, 186 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
For info: 876-5310. All events are free and
open to the public.
Maine Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Chorus. 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the First
Parish Hall (adjacent to church) 425A ·
Congress St. Call to verify date and time.
No auditions are required. Michael at 8836934.

Wednesday, May 10
Community Responsibility, Sexual
Assault 1989: A Public Series on Sexual
Assault co-sponsored by the Rape Crisis
Center and the USM Women 's Forum
present a Panel Discussion: Community
Resources that Address Sexual Assault
Issues. The presentation is free and open to/
the public and will be held on the USM
Portland Campus, Student Center Rooms
B&C on Wednesday, May 10 from 7-9
p.m.
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Saturday, May 13
The University of Maine Cooperative
Extension Service, Cumberland County
Office, is sponsoring a workshop, "SelfEsteem Day ·for Women," on Saturday,
May 13, 1989 in Portland from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Pre-registration is required since
workshop size is limited.
Using an educational approach, the
workshop is designed as an opportunity for
renewal , sharing and learning. Women of
all ages are encouraged to participate.
The day 's. format will combine minilectures, group discussion and individual
activities. Women who attend the workshop will become aware of behavior, attitudes and relationships as they develop a
personal understanding of self-esteem. The
program will also focus on learning ways
to develop confidence and make choices.
The program is free-of-charge. Contact
the Cumberland County Extension Office,
780-4205 to register or for more-information .

request more information and a listing of
the confirmed workshops, please send your
name, address and telephone number on a
3x5 card along with your payment to:
ECBN, P.O. Box 1645, Cambridge,
MA 02138

program will focus on various ways survivors can faci I itate theirown healing through
journal writing, artistic expression and
speaking out. Free and open to the public
this event will be held on the USM Portland
Campus, Student Center Rooms B&C on
Wednesday , May 24 from 7-9 p.m.

Sunday, May 14
Elizabeth McKim and Judith Steinbergh
Elizabeth and Judith have been reading
poetry together for years . Don't miss the
opportunity to hear thi s dynamic duo celebrating theirnew books, Boatofthe Dream
and A Living Anytime.
All events are held at New Words
Bookstore, 186 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
For info: 876-53!0. All events are free and
open to the !)Ublic.

Saturday, May 27
Su nday, May 28

Saturday, May 20
The East Coast Bisexual Network
announces the 5th Annual Conference on
Bisexuality to be held May 13 - 14th at
Boylston Hall, Harvard University.
"The purpose of this Conference is to
provide a safe and celebatory context in
which bisexuals, our allies and our friends
can. reaffirm the strength of the bisexual
community and our identities as bisexual
women and men. We choose to focus on
diversity of our culture and the uniqueness
of the bisexual vision for human relationships, and to strengthen our common years,
the bisexual community has emerged to
assume a leading role in the dialogue and
activism for social and political justice. As
we move into 1989, we face the challenges
of AIDs, legislative threats to our civil
rights, and a marked national rise in violence against bisexual, lesbian and gay
people. As never before, now is the historical moment for us to work together in
coalition-building and community development to create positive social change."
The conference will include a variety of
workshops and activities during the weekend. Workshops include but are not limited
to Bisexuality 101 , Advanced Bisex uality,
AIDS and Healing, Being Out At Work,
From Lesbian to Bisex ual, Massage,
Mother/Daughter Relations, Radical Sexuality , Sexual Abuse, Disability and Bisexuality. Bi Issues and Communities of
Color. In addition to the ones mentioned
here, there are many more workshops which
will be offered. In addition to workshops
there will be space for networking, space
for the musicall y inclined who may wish to
get together and jam.
The conference comm ittee would like
. to invite all early arrivals and local conference participants to meet at the 1270, 1270
Boylston Street will kick off the weekend
activities, Friday May 12th, Sat May 13th,
in the evening there will be a performance
and dance afterward.
The Registration fee is $40.00. You
must Pre-Register by April 20, 1989 if you
require Housing, Childcare or ASL Interpretation. Registration is also available at
the door at $40.00.
To register for . the conference or to

.
Full Moon Gathering in Troy.
Starting with a potluck at 6 p.m., followed
by an energy healing_circle, womn only
and chemical free. Camping space. For
directions send SASE to Chris of coventree, Troy 04987.
Augusta area reh~arsal for the Maine Lesbian, Gay, and
Bisexual Chorus. All Souls Church
Augusta. Call to verify date and time. Ali
are welcome. No auditions required. Michael at 883-6934.

Sundlay, May 21
The meeting of the Maine Lesbian/
Gay Political Alliance will be at All Souls
Church, II King St., Augusta, from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. on Sunday, May 21.

Jan Clause
Celebrate The Prosperine Papers, a
new novel from one of the best lesbian
fi.ction writers on our shelves.
All events are held at New Words
Bookstore, 186 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
For info: 876-53!0. All events are free and
open to the public.

Monday, May 22
Volunteer party for
the Portland area Lesbian Gay and Bisexual Pride events. Also deadline for free
Pride T-shirt. Information: Lesbian and
Ga.y Bulletin Board at 883-6934.

Wednesday, May 24
Community Responsibility, Sexual
Assault 1989: A Public Series on Sexual
Assault co-sponsored by. the Rape Crisis
Center and the USM Women's Forum
present: Hope, Healing & Recovery. This

A Support Gathering For Adult Women
Survivors of Incest
On Friday, May 26 through Sunday.
May 28, adult women survivors of incest
will come together for a weekend filled
with workshops, presentations. displays
and connections. Thi s marks the five year
anniversary of thi s Gathering which is
offered by "'Looking Up" for adult women
survivors to connect with each other. The
Gathering. titled Seasons of Growth: A
Celebration o] New Beginnings, New
Potentials and Courage. is open to all
adult women survivors of incest. Unique to
this Gathering are the coffee house and the
safe room. The coffee house is available
throughout the weekend and is designed
for participants seeking a quiet space for
peer support. The safe room . also avai lable
throughout the weekend, is an environment for participants needing a supportive
and safe place to deal with feelings and
issues that may arise .. This room will 'be
staffed 24 hours a day .
The Gathering will be held at a central
location in Maine at a beautiful. yet rustic
setting. The exact location will be made
known to participants upon registration .
Advanced registration is required. For more
information on the Gathering or on
"Looking Up" in general, write PO Box K.
Augusta, ME 04332-0470. or call 207626-3402.

SUNDAYS
Dignity, Maine (Gay/Lesbian Catholics and their friends) meets every Sunday at First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland. Door opens at 5:30, worship
at 6:00 p.m. followed by social. Plea~e use
rear entrance.
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday of the month-business meeting, I p.m.
followed by potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay/Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout the
state. See Calendar listing for location and
time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 6:30-8 p.m.
speakers meeting, Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St., Portland.
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Sunday. Discussion meeting at 4
p.m., Unitarian Church, Main St., Bangor.
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian//Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first
Sunday and third Thursday of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7 p.m.
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
- for discussion, support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
MONDAYS
Seacoast Gay Men - Mondays at 7
p.m. (except first Monday potluck party ,
held elsewhere). Unitarian-Universalist
Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth, NH.
Seacoast Gay Men, PO Box 1394,
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394. Call Al (603)
898-1115.

Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of every month , 7-9 p.m. Call 9893306 for info.
Feminist Spiritual Community every Monday at 7 p.m. Friends Meeting
House, Forest Ave., Portland, 773-2294
(come early).
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
- open discussion with focus on gay/lesbian issues, 7:30-9 p.m., YWCA, 87 Spring
St. , Portland.
Belfast Area AIDS Support Group For PW A's friends, family,andcaregivers.
Call 338-3736. (Family Planning MondayThursday).
TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA, 6-7 p.m., beginning meeting, First Parish UU Church, 425
Congress St., Portland 7:30-9 p.m. Speaker/
discussion meeting.
Families of Gays Support Group second Tuesday of each month, 7:30 p.m.
For more information call Ingraham Volunteers, 774-HELP.
Bowdoin College Gay-LesbianStraight Alliance, 7:30 p.m., ChaseBam
Chamber,Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
College Lesbian Womyn's Rap
Group. 6:30 to 8 p.m., 92 Bedford St.
Portland (USM campus). Bisexuals welcome. Call 780-4085 for more information.
Down East AIDS Network
Every Tues., 7 p.m. support group in
Ellsworth. Led by clinical social worker
Carole Pascal, the group is open to all
people affected by AIDS . Call 326-8580
for location.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays-fourth Tuesday of the month, 7:30
p.m. First Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for
information.
Greater Portland NOW - fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every .Tuesday, 7:30-p.m. Williston West Church, 32
Thomas St., Portland.
Our Paper staff meeting-every Tuesday, 7 p.m., 9 Deering St., Portland. 7732294. New member always welcome.
WEDNESDAYS
Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and
Gay Community, 7:30 p.m. Mary Low
Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.
Gays and Lesbians United potluck
supper meets the last Wednesday of each
month at the Sanford Unitarian Church on
the comer of Lebanon St. (Route 202) and
Main St. (Route 109) in Sanford, Me. All
welcome. Call 439-5540 or 490-1295 for
details.
College Gay Men's and Lesbian
Womyn's Rap Group, 7:00-9:00 p.m. at
92 Bedford St., Portland (USM campus).
Bisexuals welcome. Call 780-4085 for more
information.
THURSDAYS
Gays in ·sobriety,AA, 8-9 p.m. big
book/step meeting. Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St., Portland.
Adult Children of Alcoholics(ACOA)
- step meeting with focus on gay/lesbian
issues, 5:30-7 p.m., YWCA, 87 Spring St.,
Portland.
Down East AIDS Network holds a Healing Circle for all people affected by AIDS.
Call 326-8580 for info & location.
2nd and 4th Thurs., . 7-8:30 p.m.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Thursday, discussion meeting at
7:30 p.m. Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
Wilde-Stein Club - Thursday evening
6-9 p.m. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union,
.
UMO.
Women's Support Group for Women
with AIDS, ARC, or Who Are HIVPositive, every Thursday at The AIDS
Project, 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon at 22
Monument Square, 5th floor, Portland, ME.
For further information, or if you need day
care, please call Diane or Toby at 7746877.

Lesbian ACOA (Adult Children of
Alcoholics) · Support Group will meet
every Tuesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the
Unitarian Universalist Church,"Annex 2nd"'
floor, 15 Pleasant St., Brunswick,ME. Non~ ..,,
smoking; all women welcome.
FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall, UMA,
Room 114.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every
Friday, 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together in .
Sobriety (open discussion), Christ Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayette Rd.,
Portsmouth,NH.
OUTRIGHT - Portland Alliance of
Lesbian and Gay Youth (22 years old and
younger), 7:30 p.m. Preble St. Chapel, 331
Cumberland Ave., Portland.

SATURDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight · '
Coalition (BAGLSC) <lances meet first
and third Saturdays of - ach month from 8:00-1:00 at the old Bangor Community
College Student Union.

Come join us at

PAPA JOE'S
207-623-404 l

Subscribe ... and. help keep Our Paper strong.

80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

We have no strangersonlyfriends
you ·h aven't met

TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 7-1
,· ··'"'
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The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th floor
Portland, ME 0410!
AIDS Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Daily 9am-5pm
Mon. & Wed. 6-9pm, Sat. IOam-lpm
AIDS Action of Central Maine
PO Box 3ll3, Lewiston, ME 04240

AIDS Hotline 782~6113
Bangor Area Gay/Le_sbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC)
· lo 87 Sunset Strip, Brewer, ME 04412

Dear Reader,
We on the Our Paper staff would like
to ask your help in making some changes in
the formats of the Lesbigay Network and
the Meetings section. The name of the
Lesbigay Network has been changed to the
Maine Community Network and we are
expanding this section to further meet our
readers' needs. We need to have you review your group's entries in both the Maine
Community Network and the Meetings
section and update any information such as
meeting times and dates, addresses, telephone numbers, and names of any contact
people. We would also like to have you
send us a short description (annroximately

30 words) of your group' s purpose or goal
to help our readers better understand the
resources available to them.
We would appreciate any additions,
corrections, or deletions as soon as possible, so plesae take a few minutes to let us
know we've got the right information for
your group.
If you have any questions or need more
infomiation, please write Our Paper at
PO Box !0744, Portland, ME 04101. We're
really excited about making these changes
because we feel Our Paper will be better
able to reach out to more of "our readers."
Sincerely,
Thie Our Paper Collective

New Brunswick Coalition for Human
Rights Reform
PB Box 1556, Station A, Fredericton, NB
E3B5G2
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Rights
PO Box 756, Contoocook, NH 03329
(603) 228-9009
Northern Lamda Nord
PO Box 990, Caribou, ME 04736
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline, 498-2088
Our Paper
PO Box !0744
Portland, ME 04104

DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St., Bangor,ME 0440!
942-6503

Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers
69 Mountain View Ave., Bangor, ME0440l
947-2329

04102

Portland Pride
PO Box 681, Scarborough, ME 04074

Feminist Spiritual C.9mmunity
9 Deering St., PO.Box 3771, Portland, ME
04104
773-2294

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741, Portland

Maiine Health Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112.

PW A Coalition
c/o The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th floor, Portland,
ME04101

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG)
Box 1556 Station A, Fredericton. NB,
Canada E3B52G
506/457-2156

GMSA (Gay Men's Social Association)
PO Box 294, Conway, NH 03818-0294
(603) 367-8304 (Alan or Paul)

Maiine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
PO Box 232, Hallowell, ME 04347

Harbor Masters Inc.
PO box 4044, Portland, ME 0410!

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
PO 1Box 57, Brunswick .ME 04011-0057
883--50!6 or 725-8541

Gay/Lesbian Alcholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
: : :Portland, ME 04101 Gay/Lesbian Alliance
92 Bedford St., Portland.ME 04102
780-4085

Maine Connection
PO Box 5245, Station A, Portland; ME

1

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Maine Cha'pter, Nat ' I Assoc. of Social
Workers
PO Box 51112, Station A, Portland, ME
04101

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St., Portland, ME 04103
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee
PO Box 772, Belfas t, ME 04915
Wilde-Stein Club
Memori al Uni on
University of Maine-Orono. Orono. ME
.
04469

MAINE COMMUN1·rv NETWORK
AIDS Support Group, Mondays at
6:30. Call Al an at 548-2929 for information.
· The group pro vides education in the
school s, businesses and the community as
a whole, and offers support to people who
are affected by AIDS . For more information contact Nan Stone , 338-5559.

-· Bangor Area Gay, Lesbian; Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC). With thoughtful
y'emeJillbrance for Charlie Howard, who
was murdered in Bangor in 1984 due to the
homophobia of foca l residents, we dedicate ourselves to a visible and accessible
community to challenge homophobia,
sexism, racism, agism and all other irrational fears .

The Colby College Bisexual Lesbian
Gay Community
c/o The Student Activities Office, Colby
College, 'watervillts:, ME 04901.
Meetings, Wednesday nights at 8:30 in
the Mary Low Coffeehouse.
,
Informational Phoneline 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of every month (873-3536).
For more information write or contact Mark
at 877-9194 or Al at 873-3000.

The CCBLGC serves the membres of
the Colby and Waterville community as
both a social and political medium. Pro-· moting community, awareness, and knowledge, the CCBLGC maintains a safe and
comfortable atmosphere for bisexuals,
lesbians, and gays.
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Dignity/Maine, PO Boi 8113,
Portland, ME 04104. Dignity/Maine is an
organization of gay and 1esbian Catholics
and their friends. organi zed to reinforce our
self-acceptance and sense of dignity as
people of God , to deve lop leadership and
to be an instrument through which gay and
lesb ian <;::atholics may be heard by the
church and society.
The Down East AIDS Network
.(DEAN) is a community-based, grassroots
organi zation . We provide community
education and support services for those ·
affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay positive
organization. Call DEAN: 326-8580.
Support group for HIV(+), fa mily , friends
and those at risk every Tuesday 7-8:30
p.m. Ellsworth. Call Tracy at 326-8.580 for
information.
Down East AIDS Network, Box 779,
Blue Hill , ME 04614

Greater Bangor NOW will meet the
fourth Tuesday of every month, at 7 p.m ..
Amy's apartment in Augusta Hall, Bangor
Community College campus. For meeting
info, Amy #581-6075/6077.
GBNOW's purpose is to take action to
bring women into full participation in
society now, exercising all the privileges
and respnosibilities thereof. in all aspects
· of citizenship, public service, employment.
education and family life.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (P/FLAG) Box 2080 Great Island,
·
.Brunswick 04011, 725-4769

This support group attempts to help
parents, relatives and frie nds chang~ attitude s and create understanding so that our
gay/lesbian family members can li ve with
di gnity and respect. Meets fo urth Tuesday,
7:30 p.m. at First Parish Ch urch in Bru nswic k.
Mai ne Bisexual People's Network .
PO Box 1792, Portland. ME 04104. Phone:
780--4085. The purpose of the Maine Bisexuial People 's Network is to affom in
ourselves and others the positive nature of
bi sexual ity and to work toward greater
acce ptance in the bisexual, gay . lesbian.
and straight communities.
Are you gay and under 22 years old?
O UTRIGHT, Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian Youth, P.O. Box 5028. Station A. Portland, Maine 0410 I. For more
information, call Ingraham Volunteers.
.Dial-INFO: 774-HELP (a 24-hour hotline)
or if you' re 18 and under, you can also call
Dial-KIDS: 77 4-T ALK. Call now for more
information concerning support. special
eve111ts and fun!

The Greater Portland Chapter of the
National Organization for Women is an
action~oriented group. Our primary goals
are threefold: I) to foster Equal Rights for
women ; 2) to insure unrestricted .choice
around reproductive rights; and 3) to supporlt Lesbian and Gay rights.
We have speakers and events for the
public on the fourth Tuesday of every
mo111th. at the YWCA, 87 Spring St., 7:30
p.m . For more information: call P,erry

Krasow or hi s answering machine at 8790877.
Seacoast Gay Men (SG M, Inc.) is a
soci al gro up fo r gay men. We meet Mon day evenings at 7 p.rn . - holiday Monoays
excepted. The first Monday of the month is
a potluck supper. Rema ining Mondays are
given to a wide variety of prese ntati ons .
discussions. film s. etc.
Out .address is: PO Box 1394 .
Portsmouth , NH 03801-1394. Contact person s are: Al, 603-898-1115 : Paul. 207-4396850.
. Transupport. PO Box 17622. Portland.
ME 04101. Contact person is Diana. Transupport is a non-profit, non-sex ual. social
and ed ucational peer support group for
Transsex ual s, cross-dressers. and their
families and friend s who desire a better
understanding of gender-rel ated issues.
Meetings are held bi-monthly, on Sundays at 6:00 p.m., write for location and
more information.
WaldoCounty AIDS Education Committee, PO Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915.
Phone (to leave messages) 338-3736, MThu 9-5.
WOMLAND (Womn owning Maine
Land) Trust, Inc., PO Box 55, Troy. ME
04987
WOMLAND Trust is a non-profit
organization whose purpose is to acquire
land throughout the state to protect it for
use by current and future generations of
womn and children. Meetings second
. Sunday every month. location varies.

